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Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is an effective and powerful 
analytical technique widely use in semiconductor industry. With device continual 
shrink in size, quantification of dopant near the surface and interface within the device 
become increasingly significant in controlling the device performance. Hence there is 
a need for precise dopant concentration determination and high depth resolution of 
SIMS depth profiling. Due to the artifacts of SIMS such as ion beam induced 
roughness, mixing and knock-on, this stringent requirement for high depth resolution 
is approaching the limitation for conventional SIMS approach. Theoretically, extreme 
high depth resolution can be obtained by doing a reverse SIMS depth profiling.  In the 
light of this possibility, we need to develop a back etching technique that leaves the 
substrate thin, flat and smooth for SIMS analysis. Therefore this thesis aims to 
develop and apply a novel high resolution backside SIMS depth profiling using 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate for backside thinning. 
The energy dependent decay length, or depth resolution, of a boron implant 
profile of front and backside SIMS was first evaluated. The result shows that the 
depth resolution improves significantly for the backside approach even at low primary 
ion energy of 0.5 keV. With this improvement in depth resolution, we next investigate 
the true diffusivity of boron after rapid thermal annealing. Low and high dose boron 
implants were annealed at different temperatures. The backside SIMS profile shows a 
shallower junction depth and lower diffusivity than conventional frontside SIMS. A 
comparison of the boron depth profiles obtained from Si and SOI substrate was also 
carried out to determine the thermal effect on boron diffusion in this two substrates. 
The insulating effect of the buried-oxide layer in SOI substrate undergoing rapid 
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thermal annealing and laser annealing are also discussed. Deconvolution of the boron 
frontside profile was performed using mixing and roughness (MR) model to obtain 
the true boron depth profile. The deconvoluted profile matches the backside SIMS 
profile, revealing the accuracy of this technique. 
The capability of backside SIMS depth profiling was further evaluated in the 
investigation of boron penetration through decoupled plasma nitrided gate oxide. The 
challenge for SIMS depth profiling to characterize dopant distribution across an 
abrupt interface was again demonstrated by the high depth resolution backside SIMS 
depth profiling which shows its ability to quantify the amount of boron diffused 
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Figure 1.3.   
Schematic of a p-n junction formed by ion implantation. The 
junction is where the arsenic and boron concentrations are 
equal. The measured arsenic profile is broadened by primary 
ion knock-on and is deeper than the true values. 
 
SIMS depth profiling of Si substrate and AFM 2 × 2 µm crater 
bottom images taken at various sputter depths. 
 
Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values taken at various 































Figure 2.6.   
Schematic of the superposition of the three partial DRFs (gw,gσ 
and gλ) in the MRI model to generate the total DRF: g(z-z′). 
(Taken from Ref 19.) 
 
Convolution of DRF, with w = 2 and σ = 0.6, and a sandwich 
layer of thickness 20 nm. 
 
SIMS depth profile of a sequence of boron delta layers in Si 
obtained using primary ion energy of 0.5 keV at 56° incidence 
angle with oxygen flooding.  
 
Decay length measurement of the leading and trailing edge of 
the first five boron delta peaks. 
 
SIMS depth profile of the 1st peak of the delta layer series 
shown in Fig. 3. Least square fitting of the MR convolution to 
the measured profile with w = 1.51 nm and σ = 0.65 nm. MR 
deconvolution was also carried out with these parameters. 
 
Schematic diagram showing the main components of 


































(a) SOI wafer glued upside down to a dummy silicon wafer. 
(b) After removal of silicon and oxide layer in SOI wafer by 
grinding and etching. 
 
(a) XTEM image of SOI wafer showing the buried oxide layer 
and (b) HRTEM image of the Interface of SOI layer and BOX 
layer. 
 
SiO2 etch rate using dilute HF (5%) solution. 
 








































7.5 keV O2+ front and back (mirrored) SIMS depth profile of 
11B+ implanted at 1 keV, 5 × 1014 at./cm2. Profiles are 
normalized with point-to-point (PTP) or constant Si counts 
(Const Ref). The zero depth scale is an estimate of the sample 
surface. 
 
Frontside and backside depth profile of 11B+ using 0.5 keV O2+ 
at 56o under the condition of sample rotation or oxygen 
flooding. The rms roughness of all crater bottoms are < 0.4 
nm. All profiles are normalized to constant 30Si+ ion intensity. 
 
Frontside and backside B+ depth profiles using 0.5 keV O2+ 
with sample rotation and 1 keV O2+ without sample rotation. 
All B+ profiles were normalized PTP to the 30Si+ matrix signal. 
All incidence angles were kept at 56° from surface normal. 
The zero depth scale is an estimation of the sample surface 
location. 
 
Enlarged profile of the boron peak in Fig. 3.7: SIMS depth 
perform with 0.5 keV O2+ at 56° incidence angle with sample 
rotation. The profiles were normalized with PTP or constant 
30Si+ intensity. 
 
Primary ion energy dependence of the decay lengths of the 
implant trailing edges. The SIMS primary ion beam was kept 
at 44° from the surface normal and all crater bottom rms 
roughness values are < 0.4 nm. Comparison of experiment 













































XTEM micrograph of the SOI substrate with amorphous 
silicon surface capping. 
 
SIMS depth profiles of 1 × 1015 at./cm2 boron implant after 
various thermal annealing treatments in silicon and SOI 
substrates. 
 
Comparison of front and backside SIMS depth profiles of (a) 1 
× 1015 at./cm2 (b) 5 × 1013 at./cm2 boron implant after various 
thermal annealing treatments in silicon and SOI substrates. 
 
Front and backside SIMS depth profiles of boron with dose of 
1 × 1015 at./cm2 anneal at 1000 °C. The MR deconvoluted 
profile matches the backside SIMS profile. 
 
Plot of diffusion length taken at 1 × 1018 at./cm3 as a function 
of temperature. 
 
(a) Diffusion coefficient calculated from diffusion profiles in 







































equation in Ref 1. (b) Summary of diffusivity enhancement for 
0.5 keV B+ implant with dose of 5 × 1013 and 1 × 1015 at./cm2 
obtained from front and backside SIMS profiles. 
 
SIMS profiles of boron in (a) Si and (b) SOI substrate after 
LTP at fluence of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 J/cm2. 
 
AFM roughness measurement on 30 keV Si+ preamorphized Si 
and SOI surface after laser annealing at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 J/cm2. 
 
Junction depth, determine at 1 × 1018 at./cm3, taken from SIMS 
profiles in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). 
 
XTEM micrograph of 30 keV Si+ preamorphized (a) Si and (b) 
SOI substrate after laser annealing at 0.6 J/cm2. The laser 
















































N(1s) photoemission spectra of 10nm DPN film. For as 
deposited, three peaks were observed at 398.3, 400.0, 402.8 
eV. After post deposition annealing, the peak at 402.8 could 
not be observed. 
 
Normalized distribution of N1/N2 as a function of the sine of 
take off angles in the 10nm DPN film. 
 
Front and backside depth profile of spike and soak (30 sec) 
annealed (a) 5.7 nm and (b) 10.2 nm DPN oxide. 
 
SIMS backside depth profile of boron in polysilicon on 5.7 nm 
oxynitride after at 1090 °C. 
 
Boron and nitrogen profiles of spike and soak annealing in 5.7 
nm DPN oxide sample. 
 
Frontside and backside O2+ SIMS depth profiling with oxygen 
flooding of polysilicon gate stack (DPN 12 at. %) before and 
after RTA. 
 
AFM 2 × 2 µm phase scan of polysilicon surface. Average 
grain size is 80 ± 5 nm. 
 
2 keV Cs+ frontside and backside depth profiling of 12 at. % 
DPN sample after dopant activation. 
 
Frontside and backside 2 keV Cs+ depth profile of DPN 12% 
sample. 
 
Frontside and backside O2+ SIMS depth profiling with oxygen 





































through DPN 2 at. % sample after 1 and 10 sec anneal at 1020 









1.1 The need for high resolution Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 
 
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is an effective and powerful 
analytical technique that is extensively used in the microelectronics industry, 
particularly for the development of advanced integrated circuits and devices. Its 
sensitivity, which can be in the parts per billion for some elements, is far beyond the 
reach for surface analytical techniques such as Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and 
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Driven by the rapid downward scaling of 
semiconductor devices, dynamic SIMS is experiencing a rapid development in its high 
resolution depth profiling capability. However, SIMS analysis of ultrathin structures 
today is reaching its limit in depth resolution so that ion beam modification effects 
become rather significant. Despite the improvement in depth resolution with the use of 
lower primary ion beam energy, the measurement still suffer from primary ion induced 
mass transport (ion mixing). One critical application of SIMS is the accurate 
determination of dopant concentration profiles across a p-n junction. Figure 1.1 
illustrates the ion mixing effect in SIMS of a junction formed by the silicon substrate 
dopant arsenic and the boron implant. The junction depth can be determined from the 
depth at which the implanted boron concentration just equals the background arsenic 
concentration in the silicon substrate. SIMS ion beam induced atomic mixing causes 

















In spite of the achievements made in improving the accuracy of SIMS depth 
profiling of ultra shallow junctions, challenges remain in characterizations involving 
abrupt interfaces. For instance, a measurement of dopant distribution across the gate 
dielectric of a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) device requires a 
good depth resolution and high detection limit that is beyond the capability of current 
state-of-the-art SIMS tools. Theoretically, the above-mentioned SIMS artifacts can be 
reduced if the depth profiling is performed from the backside of the sample. Due to 
primary ion beam atomic mixing, improved depth resolution can be achieved when 
SIMS depth profiling is done from a low to a high concentration region. SIMS 
backside profiling takes advantage of the better depth resolution of the leading edge as 
compared to the trailing edge.1,2 Backside SIMS depth profiling using primary ion 
energies > 3 keV has been shown to improve the implanted trailing edge profile and to 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of a p-n junction formed by ion 
implantation. The junction is where the arsenic and boron 
concentrations are equal. The measured arsenic profile is 
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avoid surface transient effects.3,4,5 Before performing backside depth profiling, the 
sample has to be thinned down to a reasonable thickness in order to avoid surface 
transient effects and the onset of sputter-induced roughness due to long analysis time. 
However, the unevenness left on the surface after backside thinning, either by 
polishing or etching, always hindered the attainment of high depth resolution. We have 
developed a high depth resolution backside profiling technique using SOI substrates. 
The success of this approach is based on the abrupt interface between the silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) layer and the buried oxide (BOX) layer and the high etch selectivity 
that results in smooth after-etched surfaces for analysis. 
 
1.2. Practical issues and solutions to accurate SIMS depth profiling 
SIMS is the most widely used technique for characterizing dopant profiles for 
IC processing. The reason lies in its inherent detection sensitivity with ion intensities 
possibly measured over a dynamic range as broad as nine orders of magnitude and it 
can, in principle, monitor all elements. The detection limits of the SIMS technique are 
due in part to the use of certain primary ion beam species that enhance the secondary 
ion yield of the elements contained in the analyzed sample. Reactive ions such as O2+ 
and Cs+ are most frequently been used as primary ions in conventional SIMS analysis 
for enhancing positive and negative secondary ion yields respectively.6  
SIMS depth resolution, which is a measure of the ability to localize a 
concentration measurement at a depth and distinguish between features at different 
depths, has a complex dependence on the ion bombardment conditions as well as the 
physical and chemical properties of the sample under study. Processes affecting the 
depth resolution are, for example, a beam-induced redistribution of the target atoms 
and surface roughening during prolonged sputtering. Implantation of near-surface 
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atoms into deeper layers by a ‘knock-on’ effect as well as atomic mixing induced by a 
collisional cascade (‘cascade mixing’), cause a broadening to the depth profile.7, 8  This 
effect is directly dependent on the energy of the primary ions and their mass ratio with 
the different species in the sample. Earlier in the seventies, Monte Carlo simulations by 
Shimizu,7 Hofer and Littmark 9  have shown that a broadening of an interface is 
obtained together with an asymmetric distortion. Etzkorn and Kirschner10, 11 showed 
that such asymmetries are a characteristic feature of knock-on and cascade mixing. The 
use of low primary ion beam energy will therefore minimize the “knock-on” effect and 
improve depth resolution. However, reducing the beam energy reduces the beam 
current and the beam focusing becomes difficult, resulting in poor sputter rate and 
sensitivity.12, 13 Nevertheless, lowering the primary ion beam energy is still needed to 
profile ultra shallow implants due to the need to keep the ion mixing region shallower 
than the projected range of the implant and therefore, maintain good depth resolution.14  
As the implanted dopant is often extremely shallow, lowering the bombarding 
energy decreases the penetration depth of the primary ions, thereby condensing the 
initial non-steady state sputtering regime known as the surface transient region. 
Changes in secondary ion yields and sputtering rates observed in this region makes 
quantification of the SIMS data problematic. Oxygen flooding5,15 and silicon capping5 
are usually employed for accurate analysis of the topmost few nm of the sample 
surface. With the use of oxygen flooding, the equilibrium sputter condition has been 
reported to be attained much faster than profiling without an oxygen ambient, and the 
matrix effect between native oxide and silicon substrate is also reduced.16, 17 However 
with oxygen flooding, the detection limit is found to be poorer due to the scattering of 
primary ions at high gas pressures above the specimen which increases the crater wall 
contribution.5 Silicon capping, on the other hand, is done by depositing a layer of 
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amorphous silicon, usually by means of sputter deposition at room temperature, on top 
of the specimen. In doing so, the surface transient region occurs in the deposited layer 
and the equilibrium sputter condition is attained before the specimen surface is reached. 
An additional advantage of this technique is that the sample surface is protected from 
contamination caused by continued exposure of the sample to air. The native oxide 
which is now sandwiched between the silicon capping layer and silicon substrate could 
cause an interfacial yield enhancement problem that may distort the measured profile. 
This yield enhancement can be lessened if oxygen flooding is incorporated into the 
analysis. As for the case of backside SIMS depth profiling, the direction of analysis is 
from the backside of the specimen and so the transient effect occurs beyond the 
interesting part of the profile. 
The advantages of low energy sputtering in the sub-keV regime at oblique 
incidence are often offset by the early onset of crater bottom roughening. In particular 
with oxygen ions, it has been known for a long time that oblique incidence ion 
bombardment on metal and semiconductor surfaces causes the formation of ripples  on 
the crater bottom.18,19,20,21 It has been shown that ripple formation starts after a critical 
ion fluence which depends on energy and incidence angle.20 Figure 1.2 shows ripple 
formation during a low energy (0.5 keV) depth profiling. The rise in silicon 30Si+ 
secondary ion intensity at a depth of 30 nm was caused by the onset of surface 
roughness. 
After a sputter depth of 100 nm, the 30Si+secondary ion intensity begins to 
stabilize at 1 × 107 C/s and the crater bottom roughness (refer to Figure 1.3) continues 
to increase to a RMS value of 4.3 nm at the depth of 350 nm. Depth resolution will be 
adversely affected by this non-uniform crater flatness within the analyzed region of the 
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crater and changes in the partial sputter yield, erosion rate and ionisation probabilities 
























































Figure 1.2. SIMS depth profiling of Si substrate and AFM 2 × 2 µm crater bottom 















































Techniques such as oxygen flooding22,23 and sample stage rotation24,25 have 
been studied extensively and proven to be effective in suppressing surface roughening. 
It has been previously reported that the application of oxygen flooding at saturated 
oxygen partial pressures during 1 keV O2+ sputtering at oblique incidence of 56° leads 
to the formation of homogenous stoichiometric silicon dioxide at the crater bottom. 
Under such conditions, the development of roughening can be effectively suppressed.26  
Sample rotation has been shown to be effective both in Auger27 and SIMS28 depth 
profiling. Studies have been performed on the applicability of this technique to the 
suppression of the characteristic topography developed on semiconductor29 and metal30 
surfaces. 
Currently, the general solution in achieving accurate depth profiles with the 
lowest “knock-on” and mixing effects is by a combination of low primary ion beam 
energy (in sub-keV regime) with roughness suppression techniques. Most of the SIMS 
Figure 1.3. Root-mean-square (RMS) roughness values 
taken at various sputter depths in Fig. 1.2. 
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depth profiles in this thesis are perform at low primary ion energy of 0.5 keV at 56° 
incidence with either oxygen flooding or sample rotation for roughness suppression. 
 
1.3. Main focus of this thesis 
 With the increasing stringent demand for SIMS depth profiling of very 
shallow semiconductor structures, this thesis focuses on the development of high 
resolution depth profiling using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) backside SIMS depth 
profiling technique. All profiling were performed using a state-of-the-art CAMECA 
IMS 6f SIMS instrument with a 0.5 – 2.0 keV O2+ primary beam at various incidence 
angles. 
 We first develop a simple SOI substrate backside thinning method to prepare 
a flat and smooth surface for SIMS analysis. The chemical used for etching of silicon 
substrate and silicon dioxide should have high selectivity to the buried-oxide (BOX) 
and SOI layer respectively. Application of this method to obtain a reverse depth 
profiling of an implanted boron profile is next carried out. By comparison to the 
frontside profile, we evaluate the improvement in depth resolution achievable by 
backside SIMS depth profiling using this SOI substrate thinning process. The 
investigation of thermal effects in SOI substrates was next performed. Whether the 
insulating effect of the BOX layer has an additional heating effect on the SOI layer is 
our main concern. This study was carried out with boron implanted SOI and Si 
substrates that have undergone different rapid thermal annealing processes. SOI 
backside SIMS was also performed to obtain the true junction depth for the activated 
boron profiles. In addition, a deconvolution of the frontside boron profile was done 
based on the empirical mixing-roughness (MR) model and compared to the profile 
obtained by backside SIMS technique. The effect of annealing was further extended to 
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the laser annealing process (LTP) which is known to have zero thermal budgets. Direct 
evidence from SIMS and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results indicate that 
under laser annealing, the dopant profile and crystalline structure of SOI substrate 
deviate from those of Si substrate. This suggests that the thermal effect on the substrate 
needs to be considered before adopting the SOI backside SIMS technique. 
 We next evaluated the capability of the SOI backside SIMS technique to 
characterize the dopant profile across an abrupt interface, such as the boron 
distribution across the gate oxide of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
(CMOS) gate stacks. The characterization of boron across the gate oxide has always 
been a challenge in conventional frontside SIMS depth profiling. We demonstrate the 
superior depth resolution achievable by SOI backside SIMS over frontside SIMS in the 
accurate quantification of boron penetration through the gate oxide 
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2.1 Basics of SIMS 
Bombardment of a solid surface with energetic primary particles can cause 
atoms or molecules to be ejected from the sample surface. This sputtering process can 
be employed for removing material from a sample on a microscopic scale. By 
bombarding a sample surface with a particle beam of well defined average current 
density, the sample erosion can almost be controlled to a layer by layer manner. Many 
species are formed by interaction of beam with the sample, but the positive and 
negative secondary ions are the species of interest for SIMS. Most of the secondary 
particles are neutrals and only the charged species liberated from the bombarded 
surface, separated according to their mass-to-charge ratio, are detected. As the ejected 
particles stem from the outermost (~1-3) atomic layers, they carry information about 
the composition of the near surface region. There are two ways to obtain an in-depth 
distribution of composition as a function of the sputtered depth: either by analysis of 
the flux of sputtered material as in SIMS and SNMS, or by analysis of the 
instantaneous surface at deliberately chosen intervals of erosion, as in XPS, AES and 
ISS.  These methods are markedly different with respect to element specificity and 
sensitivity, dynamic range and information depth. The sputtering process is however 





2.1.1 Sputtering process 
Sputtering is initiated by energetic ion bombardment causing primary ion 
implantation as well as energy and momentum transfer to the atoms of the sample.1,2 
The incoming particle will collide with the atoms of the solid, thereby transferring 
energy to the atomic nuclei. If more energy is transferred than the binding energy at 
the lattice site, a primary recoil atom is created. The energy transfer may take place in 
a binary collision between an incoming energetic particle and an atom of the solid at 
rest. Materials under ion irradiation undergo significant atomic rearrangement. The 
ballistics or kinematics of the ion-target interaction and ion dose are responsible for the 
ion mixing effect. Both ballistic and cascade effects can be altered by changing the 
mass of the irradiating ion; increasing the mass of the ion increases the amount of 
energy deposited in nuclear collisions per unit length traveled by the ion.  
As an ion penetrates a solid, it slows down by transferring energy to both the 
atoms and the electrons of the solid. For high-energy collisions, the target atoms recoil 
far from their initial location. This is the simplest form of ballistic mixing which 
results in the transport of atoms through repeated single collision events between the 
incident ions and target atoms and is known as recoil implantation or recoil mixing. In 
addition to recoil mixing, enhanced atomic mixing can occur when multiple 
displacements of target atoms result from a single incident ion. In the multiple 
displacement process, an initially displaced target atom (primary recoil) continues the 
knock-on-atom processes producing secondary recoil atom displacements, which in 
turn displace additional atoms. The multiple displacement sequence of collision events 
is commonly referred to as a collision cascade. Unlike the highly directed recoil 
implantation process, in which one atom receives a large amount of kinetic energy in a 
single displacement, atoms in a collision cascade undergo many multiple uncorrelated 
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low-energy displacement and relocation events. Atoms within the cascade volume will 
be mobile and undergo rearrangement for a short period of time, resulting in an 
intermixed region near the surface. Atomic mixing resulting from this series of 
uncorrelated low energy atomic displacement is referred to as cascade mixing. 
Calculations of the mean energy of atoms in a cascade show that most recoil are 
produced near the minimum energy necessary to displace atoms, Ed. Sigmund and 
Gras-Marti have done a detailed theoretical formulation of collisional mixing based on 
linear transport theory.3 This formulation accounts for the mass difference between the 
ion, mass M1, and the target atom, mass M2. The effective diffusion coefficient 
obtained from calculations modeling the ion irradiation induced spreading of an 










=  (2.1) 
where Γ is a dimensionless parameter with a value of 0.608, FD is the damage energy 
per unit length, N is the atomic density, 〈r2〉 is the mean square range of the displaced 
















MMξ  (2.2) 
From the Equation (2.1), the effective diffusion coefficient should scale with the dose 
and damage energy and be independent of temperature. These features are found to be 
in good agreement with the experimental results of Matteson et al.4 
 
2.1.2 Analysis conditions and practical issues in SIMS depth profiling 
SIMS depth profiling is a surface analysis technique that is capable of 
determining elemental concentration of dopant and impurity atoms within a material as 
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a function of depth. Due to its destructive nature, a finite volume of material has to be 
removed per data point and this sputtering process by ion bombardment will cause 
changes to the properties of the target solid. The profile obtained by SIMS depth 
profiling is subject to many sources of distortion, such as beam-induced broadening 
effects, chemical effects (eg. segregation), the development of microtopography and 
macrotopography, surface charging effects, and instrumental drift. The shape of the 
profile is generally altered by the physics of sputtering and the shape of the sputtered 
crater. Changes in sputtering yield, secondary ion emission and together with 
experimental artifacts such as development of surface roughness, surface charging 
effects, chemical effects (eg. segregation) and beam induced broadening effects will 
complicate the interpretation of the result.  
 
(a) Primary beam species 
Primary ion species commonly used are O2+, Cs+, O−, Ar+, Xe+, Ga+ where O2+ 
is typically used for detection of electropositive species,  Cs+ for electronegative 
species and Ga+ for improved lateral resolution.5,6 Generally, the attainable secondary 
ion yield, depth resolution, topography as well as lateral resolution determine the 
choice of primary beam species. 
 
(b) Primary beam energy 
The depth resolution, secondary ion yield and sputtering yield are affected by 
the impact energy. The depth over which ion beam mixing occurs increases with the 
impact energy and the depth resolution is in turn degraded as the impact energy is 
increased. Recoil mixing is a forward momentum component of sputtering and 
accounts for the pushing of some atoms deeper into the sample. Vandervorst et al. has 
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determined a relationship between penetration depth to the primary energy for O, Ar 
and Cs.7 
O2+ : R = 2.15Ecosθ (2.3) 
Ar+ : R = 1.622E0.84cosθ (2.4) 
Cs+ : R = 1.838E0.68cosθ (2.5) 
where R is the penetration depth in nm, θ is the angle of incidence from normal, and E 
is the primary energy in keV. The secondary ion yield, which is the number of 
secondary ions produced per incident primary ion, has been shown to increase by more 
than a factor of two for Ar+ and Xe+ beams at normal incidence as the primary ion 
energy increases from 2 to 12 keV. A decrease by a factor of 5 was observed for Cs+ 
and no change was observed for O2+ in the same energy range. The sputtering yield, 
which is the number of atoms sputtered per incident primary ion, increases with the 
primary impact energy for all primary species of interest over the energy range 0 to 
10keV. 
 
(c) Primary angle of incidence 
The primary ion incidence angle in SIMS analysis is defined as the angle of the 
primary beam with respect to the surface normal.  This angle of incidence has a direct 
influence on the sputtering yield, secondary ion yield and the depth resolution.  While 
the sputtering yield is observed to increase with the angle of incidence up to a certain 
angle and then decreases,8,9 the secondary ion yield decreases as the angle increases . It 
has been shown that O2+ bombardment of Si produces about 2 orders of magnitude 
more Si ions at 30 compared with 60 degree incidence. This is the result of increased 
retention of the primary species at 30 degree incidence because the primary species 
provides secondary ion yield enhancement. At normal incidence, where the degree of 
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ionization is the highest, the surface is completely converted to SiO2. As the angle of 
incidence becomes more grazing, less oxidation occurs, and the secondary ion yield is 
not as high as at normal incidence. The depth resolution also varies with the angle of 
incidence. Since the collision cascade occurs closer to the surface at glazing angle, 
optimum depth resolution is expected at off normal incidence. Sputter induced 
roughness which degrades the depth resolution is found to be more pronounced, for 
most matrices, at near normal incidence than at oblique incidence.10,11 Therefore, a low 
angle of incidence is preferred for high secondary ion yield, and a high angle of 
incidence is best for high sputtering rate and depth resolution considerations.  
 
(d) Sputtering Rate and Detected Area 
Sputtering rate, ż, in depth profiling is the rate of recession of the sample 
surface and it varies directly as the primary ion current and inversely as the square of 
the raster dimension. If the primary beam current of ions An+ (n=2 for O2+) is Ip, then 






=  (2.6) 
where e is the electronic charge  












z pxD  (2.7) 
where p is the concentration of atoms in the target 
and A is the area of the crater 
 
 
The partial sputter yield, yx, is defined as the number of target atoms sputtered per 
incident primary atom and is a function of the primary beam type, energy and angle of 
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incidence.12 Different materials have different partial sputter yields and hence different 
sputtering rate. 
A constant sputter rate in the matrix of interest will be achieved if the primary 
ion current is maintained at a constant value throughout the sputtering process. Hence 
it is important that the primary ion current stability is verified before the beginning of 
the analysis and monitored at the beginning and end of each profile. The sputtering rate 
will generally affect the profiling time and depth resolution of an analysis. With an 
increase in sputter rate, the profiling time and depth resolution will decrease. This is 
due to the greater depth interval between each data point collected. On the other hand, 
from Equation (2.7), an increase in the rastered area with a constant primary ion 
density will decrease the sputtering rate. Due to the contribution from the crater side 
wall and crater corner rounding which degrade the depth resolution, an analysis area 
smaller than the total rastered area has to be used for detection of secondary ions. 
Therefore, in considering the choice of sputter rate and depth resolution, one must 
strike a balance between the choice of primary ion current, rastered and detected area. 
 
(e) Depth resolution 
Good depth resolution enables the resolution of abrupt interface and multilayer 
structures. It can be characterized by the interface width or by decay length. The 
recently established ISO standard 20341 for the estimation of SIMS depth resolution 
allows the use of decay lengths of leading and trailing edges of multiple delta layers. 
(Refer to Appendix). The decay length can be defined as the depth over which a signal 









=  (2.8) 
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where λ is the decay length 
           I is the secondary ion intensity 
 X2 and X1 are the depths between which the decay length is determined. 
 The interface width is commonly defined as the depth interval over which the 
intensity drops from 84% to 16% of the maximum. It is smaller than the full width half 
maximum (FWHM) of the error curve. A constant matrix signal will begin to drop as 
sputtering approaches an interface due to the mixing effects. The result of mixing is 
that dopants originating from deeper depths are detected much earlier and continue to 
be detected even after passes through the interface. This mixing process can get more 
complicated if there are chemical inhomogeneities in the mixing zone, particularly in 
the presence of oxygen or surface oxide layers. It influences the mixing process by 
segregation effects which degrade the depth resolution. The quality of the crater shape 
also affects depth resolution, and rough sample surfaces or uneven detected areas will 
cause distortions to the depth profiles. Hence depth resolution depends on the 
roughness of the sample surface and the penetration depth of the primary beam which 
increases with primary beam energy, decreases with primary beam mass and incidence 
angle. 
 
2.1.3 Quantification of SIMS data 
A meaningful in-depth analysis of SIMS depth profiling involves the 
conversion of secondary ion signal intensity as a function of sputtering time to 
elemental concentration as a function of depth. This quantification process often 
requires the use of a calibration standard, eg. ion-implanted sample of known dose, for 





(a) Depth Calibration 
Calibration of depth scale is often done by measuring the depth of the final 
sputter crater using a surface profilometer or an optical interference microscope or 
measuring the time to sputter away a layer of similar composition with known 
thickness. It is then assumed that the sample is sputtered at a uniform rate. This method, 
however, does not account for any possible variation in sputter rate caused by the 
dependence of the sputtering yield on surface composition. For multilayer structures, 
the sputter rate will be different for different materials and hence it is important to 
establish the sputtering rate for each layer of interest separately in order to avoid 
significant errors in layer width determination. 
 
(b) Concentration Calibration 
SIMS analysis is subject to chemical enhancement of secondary ion yields and 
the matrix effect is a general term used to describe differences in sensitivity for a given 
element in samples of different composition. These changes can result from changes in 
ionization efficiency and sputtering yield, and the use of relative sensitivity factors 
(RSF) can compensate for these matrix effects in SIMS quantification. This is because 
RSF accounts for differences in sputtering rate and is a relative measure of ionization 
probability of a given element in a given matrix. An RSF is a conversion factor from 







i =  (2.9) 
where  pi is the impurity atom density in atoms/cm3 
Ii is the impurity isotope secondary ion intensity in counts/s 
Im is the matrix isotope secondary ion intensity in counts/s 





RSF can be determined from ion implanted standards with accurately known fluences 
or from a bulk sample doped accurately with known trace element concentration. This 
depth profiling is performed under the same analysis condition as the samples of 
interest. An RSF is determined from an ion implanted calibration sample with constant 















mφ  (2.10) 
where   φ is the ion implant fluence in atoms/cm3 
C is the number of measurements or data cycles. 
EM/FC is the ratio of electron multiplier to faraday cup counting efficiency. 
d is the crater depth in cm. 
ΣIi is the sum of the impurity isotope secondary ion counts over the depth 
profile. 
Ib is the background ion intensity of Ii in counts/data cycle. 
T is the analysis time in s/cycle for the species of interest. 
 
Equation (2.10) provides a means to remove the effect of small changes in ion intensity 
caused by analysis at different sample positions by normalization to the matrix. The 
degradation of the electron multiplier efficiencies is accounted for in the EM/FC ratio. 
Over the years the RSF values for a variety of elements implanted into matrices of 
interest have been collected by Wilson, Stevie and Magee and are tabulated in a very 
useful handbook.15 Use of these sensitivity factors in an analysis requires that the 
relative useful ion yields, matrix elements, primary ion energy, impact angle and 
current density be identical to those conditions stated in Wilson et al.  
 
(c) Mixing-roughness-information depth (MRI) model 
Due to primary ion beam induced mass transport, or ion mixing, during SIMS 
measurement, the measured depth profiles are broader than the actual profiles, 
especially at the reverse slopes of the dopant profiles. Although ion beam mixing can 
be reduced by reducing the ion beam energy to as low as 200 eV, the broadening can 
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still be observed and the measurement time is now increased due to the lower sputter 
rate.  Theoretically the measured SIMS profiles can be described by the convolution 
integral that is governed by a depth resolution function (DRF) g(z-z′) expressed in the 






′= zdzzgzXzI )()()(  (2.11) 
where I(z) is the measured intensity at the sputtered depth z and X(z′) is the true profile 
of the respective element at depth z. The linear and invariant depth resolution function, 
or response function in information theory, g(z-z′) represents the instrumental response 
during the analysis and is approximately constant under equilibrium sputtering 
condition. The mixing-roughness-information depth (MRI) model developed by 
Hofmann in 1980s provides a mathematical description of the DRF g(z-z′) based on 
three fundamental contributions of atomic mixing, surface roughness and information 
depth. 18  The atomic mixing is described by an exponential function with a 
characteristic mixing zone length, w; the information depth is described by another 
exponential function with a characteristic length λ; and the roughness is described by a 
Gaussian term with a standard deviation σ.  Their mathematical expressions are given 
below.19 
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The DRF can be expressed as a convolution of the above three parameters. The 
schematic in Figure 2.1 depicts the interaction (convolution) of the three partial 
































In AES or XPS profiling, the information depth is larger than the first monolayer and 
has to be taken into account by the exponential decay with electron escape depth λ. 
However, when the MRI model is applied to SIMS analysis, the same parameter turns 
into ion escape depth and can be neglected since the sputtered species in low energy 
SIMS analysis originates predominately from the first monolayer. 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of the superposition of the three partial DRFs (gw,gσ and gλ) 
in the MRI model to generate the total DRF: g(z-z′).  (Taken from Ref 19.) 
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Atomic mixing in the MRI approach is based on the approximation that atomic 
mixing generates instantaneously a compositionally homogeneous zone of limited 
depth w by complete atomic distribution and is assume to be stationary.18 With the 
additional assumption of constant sputtering rate, the change in concentration XA of 
component A in matrix B with sputtered depth z can be given by 





1  (2.16) 
where 0 )( wzAX + is the original unaltered concentration of A at a distance w in front of the 
instantaneous surface at z. Hence for the leading edge of an impurity rectangular 
distribution with leading interface at z′ and trailing interface at z′′, the solution of the 















wzzzX Lw exp1)(  (2.17) 
for z′ − w < z <z′′ − w 
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for z > z′′ − w 
The roughness term can be approximated by an error function like distribution taken 
into account by superposition of a normalized Gaussian function broadening given by 
the following equation. 





















1)(  (2.19) 
Equations (2.17)-(2.19) constitute the mass-roughness (MR) model, neglecting the 
information depth contribution, for calculation of sandwich layer profiles in sputter 
profiling. Figure 2.2 shows the profile obtained by convoluting a DRF, with w = 2 and 
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σ = 0.6, with a rectangular structure of thickness 20 nm. Therefore the DRF of a SIMS 













In order to retrieve the true depth profile, profile reconstruction using 
mathematical procedures offer a feasible solution. As ion mixing in SIMS can be 
modeled using linear response theory, the true depth profiles can be derived from the 
measured SIMS profiles using deconvolution techniques.  To date, several different 
deconvolution algorithms have been developed21,22,23,24 but due to the complicated and 
time consuming calculation, none of these algorithms have been widely used. Different 
deconvolution methods, from inverse methods based on Fourier transformation (FT) or 
mathematically equivalent processes to forward methods such as the maximum 
entropy deconvolution technique which relies on iterative calculations, are described 
by Dowsett, Barlow and Allen.22  The inverse method, unlike the maximum entropy 
deconvolution technique which requires up to four orders of magnitude longer 




















 Figure 2.2. Convolution of DRF, with w = 2 and σ = 0.6, 
and a sandwich layer of thickness 20 nm. 
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computation times, is very fast but often suffers from high noise levels and physically 
unrealistic concentrations. A convolution with a smoothing function is needed prior to 
the FT.  The choice of this smoothing function has to be a compromise between noise 
suppression and avoiding systematic distortions of the profile. 
From Equation (2.11), a deconvolution is possible by inverse Fourier 
transformation schemes solving for X(z′) if g(z-z′) and I(z) are known. Equation (2.11) 
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                              )()()( kgkXkI •=  (2.24) 
The FT of the measured profile is the product of the FT of the real profile and the DRF. 
Therefore, in principle, the real profile X(z′) can be obtained by performing a 
deconvolution with  inverse FT. 
The DRF g(z-z′) requires a least-square fitting of a measured SIMS delta layer 
structure using Equation (2.15). A trial and error approach is adopted with initial 
guesses on the mixing (w) and roughness (σ) parameters and a good fit is obtained 
when a minimum in the least-square error is achieved between the measured and 
calculated depth profiles. This least-square fitting is done by minimizing the residual 
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square error between the data points and curve being fit and the residual square error, 









ii yxyE  (2.25) 
where y(xi) is the curve being fit, and xi and yi are the data points being fitted. 
A correlation coefficient, R2, is a measure of how well the curve is fitted to the data 
points and it has a value range between 0 and 1 where a value of 1 gives a perfect fit. It 
























1  (2.26) 
where <y(xi)> is the average value of y(xi). 
Figure 2.3 shows the SIMS depth profile of five boron delta layer structures used for 












Figure 2.3. SIMS depth profile of a sequence of boron delta 
layers in Si obtained using primary ion energy of 0.5 keV at 
56° incidence angle with oxygen flooding.  
























The SIMS depth profile was performed using 0.5 keV O2+ primary ions at incidence 
angle of 56° with oxygen flooding. It can clearly be seen from Figure 2.3 that the first 
five boron peaks all have the same maxima and the steepness of the spike are all 
identical. Figure 2.4 shows a consistent decay length of the leading and trailing edges 
of the first five boron peaks. A homogeneity of the depth resolution can be assumed 
over a depth of at least 120 nm.  The least-square fitting of the MR model to the SIMS 
depth profile of the 1st peak of the delta layer series is shown in Figure 2.5. The fitting 
yields a regression coefficient of 0.9995 with mixing, w, 1.51 nm and roughness, σ, of 
6.52 nm. A deconvolution of the measured profile, also shown in Figure 2.5, gives a 










































 Figure 2.4. Decay length measurement of the leading 
















2.2 SIMS Instrument 
There are various kinds of SIMS instruments which differ in their complexity, 
performance, and the ways in which they generate and detect secondary ions. But they 
all contain the same basic components: 
1) Device for generating energetic primary ions and ion optics to direct a focused 
ion beam at the sample. 
2) Mounting chamber maintained at ultra high vacuum (UHV) for sample to be 
analyzed. 
3) Mass spectrometer to separate the secondary ions according to their 
mass/charge ratio. 
4) A detector. 
Figure 2.5. SIMS depth profile of the 1st peak of the 
delta layer series shown in Fig. 3. Least square fitting of 
the MR convolution to the measured profile with w = 
1.51 nm and σ = 0.65 nm. MR deconvolution was also 
























The ion source used most frequently for the generation of O2+, O-, Ar+ and Xe+ is a 
duoplasmatron and the ion optics used to transport the beam to the sample can focus 
the beam to as small a diameter as 100 nm. The vacuum for the analyzing chamber 
ranges from 10-7 mbar to ultra-high vacuum of 10-11 mbar and it usually contains an 
electron gun to neutralize charge buildup caused by the primary ion beam 
bombardment on insulating samples. The high vacuum requirement avoids unwanted 
scattering of the primary and secondary particles and prevents adsorption of 
contaminant gases on the analyzed surface.  
Currently there are three types of mass analyzers, namely magnetic sector, 
quadrupole and time-of-flight (TOF). 
 
(a) Magnetic Sector Analyzers 
When charged particles move through a magnetic field, they experience a force 
orthogonal to both the direction of motion and the magnetic flux lines resulting in a 
circular trajectory. Thus passing the ions through a region of constant magnetic field 
will separate the ions of different mass-to-charge ratios. The dispersion of adjacent 
masses decreases with increasing ion masses, and is proportional to the radius of 
curvature of the ion path. Therefore, a large magnet (radius of 10-100 cm) is required 
for good mass resolution at higher mass. Magnetic sector analyzers have the advantage 
of achieving high mass resolution and can separate species of equal nominal number 
(eg. 28Si and 12C16O) but with small differences in mass (27.978 and 27.995 






(b) Quadrupole Mass Analyzers 
 A quadrupole based instrument consists of four hyperbolic rods that are 
connected together as two opposite pairs. A potential with a combination of a constant 
dc component and an oscillating rf component is applied to one of the rod pairs while 
an equal but opposite polarity is applied to the other. Ion selection occurs by rapid 
periodic switching of the field that sends most ions into unstable oscillations of 
increasing amplitude until they strike the rods. Only ions with a certain mass/charge 
ratio will follow a periodic but stable trajectory of limited amplitude to be transmitted. 
Mass resolution can be increased by adjusting the dc to rf ratio but at the expense of 
the transmission. Hence quadrupoles are generally characterized by low transmission 
and medium mass range. Additionally, the 10 eV energy acceptance window for ions 
to have adequate time inside the filter for effective separation is much narrower than in 
magnetic sector systems.  
 
(c) Time-of-flight (TOF) Analyzers 
Time-of-flight mass spectrometers use the concept that when ions of different 
mass/charge ratio are accelerated to the same kinetic energy, they will have different 
velocities. If these ions pass through a region of field-free drift space, they will spread 
out in time, with the higher mass ions arriving later. The secondary ions hence need to 
be generated at a definite point in time, requiring the primary ion beam to be pulsing at 
short bursts of less than 10 ns. TOF analyzers generally have high transmission and 






2.2.1 CAMECA IMS 6f 
The analytical instrument used in this thesis is a state-of-the-art CAMECA IMS 
6f magnet sector SIMS. In a typical magnetic sector based instrument, the primary ion 
energy (Ep) is coupled to the incidence angle which limits the choice of incidence 
angles, since a sample bias (Es) is also applied. The angle of incidence is calculated 






θθ  (2.27) 
where θ′  is the nominal angle of incidence (30° for CAMECA 6f), Ep is primary 
accelerating voltage and Es is the secondary accelerating voltage. 
 
2.2.2 Main Components of CAMECA IMS 6f  
Figure 2.6 shows the schematic of the IMS 6f magnetic sector SIMS instrument. 
It composes of three main components, namely primary ion optics, mass spectrometer 
and secondary ion detector. The primary ion optics system generates focuses and 
aligns the primary ion beam. The ‘immersion lens’ is a slit above the sample that 
provides a high electrostatic field to extract and transfer the emitted secondary ions 
into the mass spectrometer. The mass filtered ions will then be detected in the 
secondary ion detection system.  
 
(a) Primary Ion Optics 
The primary ion optics consists of two ion sources, a magnetic prism serves as 
an ion extraction system and an ensemble of electrostatic optical systems which 
focuses and deflects the ion beam. The IMS 6f is fitted with two ion sources: a 
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duoplasmatron with a cold cathode capable of producing positive or negative ions and 



















In the duoplasmatron system, the plasma is produced by an arc maintained 
between the hollow cathode and anode which is kept at several hundred volts relative 
to the cathode. The discharge is maintained close to the axis by a conical intermediate 
electrode at a floating potential. The duoplasmatron can furnish positive or negative 
ions according to the polarity of the extraction potential. To generate negative ions, the 
Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram showing the main components of CAMECA IMS 6f. 










axis of discharge should be displaced relative to the positive ion extraction. The gas 
species generally used are argon and oxygen. When using oxygen as the gas species 
for the duoplasmatron, both positive (e.g., O2+, O+) and negative ions (e.g., O2−, O−) 
can be generated. 
For the microbeam cesium source, the cesium vapor is generated from a cesium 
chromate tablet (Cs2CrO4) contained in a reservoir that is raised to a temperature of 
400 °C. This temperature is required to release the cesium vapor which comes into 
contacts with the surface of a tungsten plate at 1100 °C and ionizes into positive ions 
Cs+. When an electric field is applied between the surface of this plate of tungsten and 
the extraction electrode in front of the ionizer, the Cs+ ions are extracted and 
accelerated. A constant emission of cesium ions is obtained by regulating the heating 
of the ionizer filament with the electron current between the ionizer and its associated 
filament.  
The primary beam mass filter or PBMF is a symmetrical magnetic prism 
offering the means of switching between the two ions sources. Under the influence of 
the PBMF, the ions are deflected into the subsequent optical system for focusing, raster 
scanning and positioning purposes. The electrostatic optical system also includes an 
eight-plate stigmator to ensure equal resolution in the x and y planes, and a mass filter 
consisting of four interchangeable and adjustable diaphragms to control the mass 
resolving power of the primary magnetic sector by selecting different aperture sizes. 
The double deflector D4 is used to adjust the primary beam position on the sample 
surface, to raster the primary beam on the sample surface and to deflect the primary 





(b) Mass Spectrometer 
The mass spectrometer comprises a laminated magnet that plays the part of a 
mass dispersing prism. The deviation produced by a magnetic prism depends upon the 
momentum of the ions. But due to the initial energy spread of the ions, ions of a given 
mass will experience an additional dispersion which is the equivalent to a “chromatic 
effect”. This effect limits the mass resolution and is corrected by coupling the 
magnetic prism with an electrostatic sector through an electrostatic lens termed the 
“spectrometer lens” (refer to Figure 2.6). The set-up is arranged in such a way that the 
energy dispersions produced by both prisms cancel each other. A mechanically tuned 
slit named ‘energy slit’ in front of the spectrometer lens controls the energy pass band 
of the secondary ion beam. The entrance and exit slits determine the collection solid 
angle for a given initial energy and the corresponding field of view. These slits also 
determine the mass resolving power of the spectrometer. 
 
(c) Secondary Ion Detection 
There are two ion detection systems in the IMS 6f; one for ion imaging and 
another for ion counting. The ion imaging mode consists of a microchannel plate 
assembly that is coupled to a fluorescent screen. The microchannel plate converts 
secondary ions into electrons, while the fluorescent screen converts electrons into 
photons. The fluorescent screen image is acquired by a CCD camera and displayed on 
the computer screen. For counting mode, the IMS 6f is equipped with a Faraday cup 
(FC) and an electron multiplier (EM). FC and EM are used to measure count rates in 
the range (5 × 105 to 5 × 109) and (10–1 to 106) counts per second, respectively. The 
overlap of the intensity ranges allows both detectors to be combined to provide a wider 
ion counting range for a given analysis. The two detectors are mounted side by side on 
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the secondary beam trajectory after the second electrostatic analyzer of the instrument 
(projection part). The deflector located in front of the detector assembly is used to 
apply a fast switch of the secondary beam from one detector to the other. 
 
2.2.3 Accessories of the CAMECA IMS 6f 
Two accessories were installed in the IMS 6f instrument to enhance its 
performance. They are the electron multiplier post acceleration system and a rotating 
sample stage. 
 
(a) Electron Multiplier Post Acceleration System 
The ions per electron conversion yield of the first dynode in the electron 
multiplier (EM) varies with the velocity of the impinging secondary ions. The higher 
the velocity of the impinging ions, the higher is the electron multiplier detection 
quantum efficiency (DQE). With the EM first dynode grounded in the original setting 
of the IMS 6f, the velocity of the secondary particles is fixed by both their mass and 
the secondary accelerating voltage. When low extraction voltages are used (high 
resolution profiling with low primary ion energy), the EM yield decreases due to the 
lower impact energy of the secondary ions onto the first dynode, hence reducing the 
instrument sensitivity. Furthermore, at constant extraction voltage, the DQE varies as a 
function of the mass. This mass fractionation can be as large as several tens of percents 
between light and heavy species. This mass fractionation effect also exists between 
isotopes, and must not be neglected for accurate isotope ratio measurements. However, 
by post-accelerating the secondary ions just before the first dynode, these limitations of 
the EM detector performance can be strongly reduced. In this way, the secondary ion 
impact energy onto the first dynode is adjustable at a value consistent with a high DQE 
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whatever the choice of the secondary extraction voltage. Hence, at given extraction 
voltage, the post-acceleration also reduces the mass fractionation.  
 
(b) Rotating Sample Stage 
A eucentric rotating sample stage is installed into the IMS 6f instrument to 
serve as an alternative technique to remove surface roughness that occurs during depth 
profiling. The RS-10 eucentric rotating stage has an adjustable rotating speed ranging 
from 1 – 60 revolutions per minute. Before each rotation analysis, the axis of rotation 
must be adjusted to coincide with the axis of the mass spectrometer and a 
"Synchronized" mode can be selected to set the integration time for every species as a 
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CHAPTER 3  
Accurate Depth Profiling Using 
Backside SIMS :  





As microelectronic devices shrink in dimension, the source and drain junction 
depth in the silicon substrate becomes shallower. The 2003 National Roadmap for 
semiconductors indicates that for complementary metal-oxide semiconductors (CMOS) 
with 0.08 µm gate lengths, junction depths between 24 nm to 40 nm are required. In 
order to achieve ultra-shallow junctions with low sheet resistance, ion implantation is 
usually carried out with high dose at low energy. Ion implantation is a well-established 
method for introducing electrical dopants into the semiconductor devices. As a conse-
quence of the energy loss collisions, the implantation process produces crystal damage 
to the silicon substrate requiring a heating cycle such as furnace annealing or rapid 
thermal annealing to reorder the crystal and activate the dopants. Amorphous layers are 
regrown epitaxially and less damaged silicon is regrown by diffusion of interstitials to 
lattice sites. Pre-amorphization implantation of electronically neutral ions, Si or Ge, is 
usually employed as a mean to prevent ion channeling of subsequent implantation low 
energy dopants.1,2 It will be of utmost importance to obtain accurate dopant profiles of 
the electrically activated ultra shallow junctions. Secondary ion mass spectrometry, 
with its inherent detection sensitivity, has been a widely used technique for measuring 
depth profiles of implanted ions. For ultra-shallow junctions, a significant portion of 
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the implanted dopant lies within the pre-equilibrium region where variations in ion 
yield and the presence of native oxide make quantification difficult. However, it has 
been shown that by adopting appropriate techniques such as using a lower primary 
energy, oblique or normal incidence angle with or without surface modification (oxy-
gen flooding, Si capping), a more realistic doping profile can be achieved3,4,5.  
For implanted profiles, the knock-on effects when sputtering from a higher con-
centration to lower concentration region will significantly degrade the depth resolution. 
Backside SIMS depth profiling using primary ion energies > 3 keV has been shown to 
improve the implanted trailing edge profile and avoid surface transient effects.6,7,8,9 
SIMS backside profiling takes advantage of the better depth resolution of the leading 
edge as compared to the trailing edge.6,7 Furthermore sputtering equilibrium is reached 
before the dopant profile is measured and thus the distortion of the dopant profiles 
caused by the surface transient effect can be avoided. However, the greatest limitation 
of SIMS backside profiling is sample preparation. Samples have to be thinned down 
from the backside, by either etching or polishing prior to profiling. Problems such as 
surface roughness and flatness after the thinning process render backside profiling 
difficult and less effective. We have developed a backside profiling technique using 
SOI substrates. The abrupt interface between the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) layer and 
the buried oxide (BOX) layer and the large selectivity of the chemical etching result in 
smooth after-etched surfaces, which facilitate high resolution SIMS profiling. This 
chapter will focus on SIMS backside depth profiling on ultra low energy implants 







3.2.1. Sample preparation 
Figure 3.1 summarizes the procedure we developed using SOI wafers to pro-
duce a back thinned substrate surface, which is flat and smooth for SIMS analysis. A 
combination of mechanical grinding and anisotropic wet chemical etching was em-
ployed for the thinning process, and will be described in detail later. Figure 3.2 shows 
the cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) micrograph of the SOI 
substrate. The SOI wafer has a top silicon (100) (SOI) layer of about 1725 Å and a 
silicon dioxide (BOX) layer of about 1820 Å (see Figure 3.2a). Our backside SIMS 
depth profiling technique utilizes SOI wafers fabricated by nanocleave technology10, 
















Figure 3.1. (a) SOI wafer glued upside down to a dummy 
silicon wafer. (b) After removal of silicon and oxide layer 














































Figure 3.2. (a) XTEM image of SOI wafer showing the buried 
oxide layer and (b) HRTEM image of the Interface of SOI layer 
and BOX layer. 
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The roughness of the interface as estimated from Figure 3.2b between the SOI and 
BOX layer is ~ 0.5 nm. The interface smoothness is very critical to the success of the 
backside profiling. The smooth interface between SOI and BOX layer hence provide 
the backside-thinned substrate with a flat and smooth surface for SIMS analysis.  
Two implant conditions were studied, with one having the SOI wafers first pre-
amorphized with 2 × 1015 at./cm2 of Si at 30 keV followed by B implanted with a dose 
of 5 × 1014 at./cm2 at 1 keV, and another implanted at 0.5 keV under the same dose but 
without preamorphization. The wafers were then cleaved into smaller samples of size 
~1 × 1 cm2. These samples were then capped with 100 nm of amorphous silicon depos-
ited by RF-sputtering at room temperature and glued upside down to a dummy silicon 
wafer of the same size. The RF-sputtering deposition was done in a Denton Vacuum 
Discovery-18 sputtering system. The power for the plasma was kept at 200 W and Ar 
gas was used. No heating was applied to the rotating sample stage. From Table 3.1 
below, the AFM measurements showed that the amorphous silicon layer deposited by 
20 sccm Ar gas flow has the lowest surface root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of ~ 
0.3 nm. The deposition rate was estimated to be 5.4 nm/min. The native oxide layer 
was not deliberately removed prior to amorphous silicon deposition.  The backside 
layer of SOI was then mechanically ground down to about 100 µm thickness using 






Table 3.1. AFM surface roughness measurement of amorphous silicon depos-
ited at various rate of Ar gas flow. 






3.2.2 Chemical wet etching 
Aqueous alkaline solutions are commonly used anisotropic silicon etchants. 
There are two categories of etching systems commonly used:  
1)  pure inorganic aqueous alkaline solutions such as KOH, NaOH, CsOH , NH4OH, 
etc. 
2)  organic alkaline aqueous solutions such as EDP (ethylenediamine-pyrocatechol-
water),TMAH (tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide) and hyrazine.  
The redox (oxidation and reduction) process involves the key reacting species of water 
molecules and hydroxide ions, H2O/OH- redox couple.  
In the oxidation reaction, a silicon atom is removed from the surface by reac-
tion with four OH- ions:11 
Si + 4OH−         Si(OH)4 + 4e− (3.1) 
The neutral Si(OH)4 can readily diffuse away from the silicon surface in the solution. 
The four free electrons which are generated from the above reaction are injected into 
the conduction band of the silicon crystal and stay localized near its surface. 
In the reduction reaction, the excess electrons leave the silicon surface and react 
with water molecules which are close to the silicon surface: 
4H2O + 4e−         4OH− + 2H2 (3.2) 
Only these OH- ions which are generated at the silicon surface are considered the main 
reacting species. The OH- ions from the bulk of the etching solution experience a 
repulsive force from the negatively charged silicon surface and therefore do not play a 
major role in the reaction. The negative charges on the silicon surface originate from 




Due to the non-toxicity and a large over-etch margin (about four orders of mag-
nitude higher etch rate of Si than SiO2),12 TMAH was selected to be our etchant for the 
silicon substrate. The samples were dipped into TMAH ((CH3)4NOH, 25%) solution at 
80oC for about 3 hours (etch rate ~30 µm/hr) to remove the remaining backside silicon 
layer on our SOI sample. The oxide was then removed by a dilute hydrofluoric acid 
(DHF, 5%) solution with an etch rate of ~33 nm/min, leaving the top SOI layer ex-
posed for analysis. Figure 3.3 shows the plots of SiO2 etch depth versus time for dilute 


















Figure 3.3. SiO2 etch rate using dilute HF (5%) solution.  
























3.2.3. Analytical Techniques 
Depth profiling was performed using a CAMECA IMS 6f with O2+ beam energies 
of 0.5 keV and 7.5 keV at oblique incidence (44°-56°). The O2+ beam was rastered 
over an area of 250 × 250 µm2 and optical gating was applied. In the case of 0.5 keV 
O2+ primary beam, oxygen flooding13 and sample rotation14 were utilised to suppress 
crater bottom roughening15. Oxygen inlet was done with an O2 jet through a movable 
capillary tube directed towards the sample and the oxygen partial pressure was meas-
ured with an ion gauge located about 10 cm from the sample holder in the analysis 
chamber. The pressure during oxygen flooding was fixed at 1.0 × 10-6 torr and the 
sample rotation rate was set at 20 revolutions/min with a raster area of 400 × 400 um2 
was used. The surface topography was measured using a Digital Instruments Nano-
scope Multimode D3000 series atomic force microscopy (AFM). Tapping mode with 
scan sizes of 5 × 5 µm2 was used. 
 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Capping layer 
We first investigated the RF-sputtering technique of depositing amorphous Si 
layer at room temperature on top of a silicon substrate. Deposition at room temperature 
is required as we do not want any additional heating process that could cause a redis-
tribution of the dopant or any changes to the specimen surface. A series of experiments 
was carried out to determine a deposition condition that would result in a smooth 
amorphous Si surface. Our result shows that at RF power of 200 W with no heating or 
RF bias applied to the sample stage, a Ar gas flow rate of 20 sccm will deposit amor-
phous Si with rms surface roughness of 0.4 nm. Figure 3.4 shows the XTEM image of 
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the Si substrate capped with the amorphous Si layer with the interface roughness esti-
mated to be ~ 0.5 nm. The abrupt interface between the Si substrate and the deposited 
amorphous Si layer can clearly be seen from the figure. This shows that under the 
above-mentioned deposition condition, the plasma during RF-sputtering deposition 














TMAH, which we have chosen for etching of the SOI Si substrate, is nontoxic 
and has very good anisotropic etching characteristics with high etching selectivity to 
SiO2.16 Hence it leaves behind very smooth and flat surfaces after silicon removal 
during the SOI wafer back-etch, giving a root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 0.3 nm. 
The buried oxide is then removed by DHF(5%) solution. The roughness of the resul-
tant silicon (bottom surface of the SOI layer) surface has a rms roughness value of 0.3 
nm. The sputtering rate for both layers was deduced by measuring the crater depth 
 




under the same sputtering condition of 20 nA O2+ 1 keV impact energy at 56° inci-
dence. The sputtering rate was found to be 0.58 ± 0.02 Å/s. As SIMS depth profiling 
across the amorphous layer into the substrate extends to more than 100 nm, the sputter-
ing rate is assumed to be constant. 
 
3.3.3 Front and backside SIMS depth profiling 
In the first study, we perform conventional front and backside SIMS depth pro-
filing on the 1 keV B-implanted sample with ~100 nm amorphous silicon capping. 
Figure 3.5 show a comparison between a conventional frontside depth profile and a 
backside depth profile using impact energy of 7.5 keV O2+ at 40.2o incidence. The 
crater bottom rms roughness is < 0.3 nm in all cases. For both frontside and backside 
depth profiles, sputter equilibrium is reached before the dopant profile is measured, 
thereby eliminating surface transient effects that distort the profiles. The 11B+ intensity 
is normalized with point-to-point (PTP) to the 30Si+ ion intensity or to a constant 30Si+ 
ion intensity and is converted to a concentration scale by multiplying the normalized 
intensity by a relative sensitivity factor (RSF) predetermined using a standard cali-
brated Si sample uniformly doped with B (1.2×1019 atoms/cm3). The interface between 
the single crystal silicon and amorphous silicon capped layer can clearly be observed 
from the native oxide enhancement in the PTP profile. The secondary ion yields are 
strongly enhanced by the presence of native oxide between the amorphous silicon layer 
and the silicon substrate. The backside depth profile was aligned to the front profile by 
taking the native oxide enhancement as a marker for the original surface. Due to sput-
tering from a low to high concentration region, the backside SIMS clearly demonstrates 





























Figure 3.5. 7.5 keV O2+ front and back (mirrored) SIMS depth 
profile of 11B+ implanted at 1 keV, 5 × 1014 at./cm2. Profiles are 
normalized with point-to-point (PTP) or constant Si counts (Const 
Ref). The zero depth scale is an estimate of the sample surface.  
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Figure 3.6. Frontside and backside depth profile of 11B+ using 0.5 
keV O2+ at 56o under the condition of sample rotation or oxygen 
flooding. The rms roughness of all crater bottoms are < 0.4 nm. All 
profiles are normalized to constant 30Si+ ion intensity. 
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When characterising ultra shallow implanted profiles, the depth resolution can 
be improved by lowering the primary ion beam energy to the sub-keV regime.17 In 
doing so, both surface transient and mixing effects can be minimised. However, low 
energy sputtering was found to induce the development of crater bottom roughness at 
an earlier stage, which in turn degrades the depth resolution.15,18,19 Hence, roughness 
suppression techniques such as sample rotation and oxygen flooding are normally 
employed during sub-keV depth profiling. Figure 3.6 shows the frontside and backside 
SIMS depth profiles obtained using 0.5 keV O2+ at 56o incidence under the conditions 
of sample rotation and oxygen flooding. At primary beam energy of 0.5 keV, the back-
side SIMS leading edge gives a narrower profile as compared to frontside SIMS trail-
ing edge. This indicates that although using lower primary beam energy significantly 
improves the depth resolution, backside profiling is still superior to frontside profiling. 
The same knock-on effect can also be observed from the leading edge of the frontside 
SIMS which is narrower than the trailing edge of the backside SIMS. It is also noted 
that from the leading edge of backside SIMS depth profile at 0.5 keV O2+ at 56o, oxy-
gen flooding and sample rotation give almost the same improvement in depth resolu-
tion.  
Figure 3.7 shows the depth profile of the sample implanted with boron at 0.5 
keV at a dose of 5 × 1014 at./cm2. The plots allow us to compare the frontside and 
backside B+ depth profiles using 0.5 keV O2+ at 56° with sample rotation, as well as 
the 1 keV O2+ backside depth profile at 56o without sample rotation. All crater bottom 






















The backside 0.5 keV profile shows a better dopant trailing edge depth resolution with 
a decay length of 3.7 nm as compared to the decay length of 5.0 nm for the frontside 
0.5 keV profile. The backside 1 keV profile which has a decay length of 4.0 nm is very 
similar to that of 0.5 keV profile. This indicates that the primary impact ion energy for 
backside SIMS depth profiling does not degrade the depth resolution on the trailing 
edge of the dopant profile as much as the frontside SIMS does. We can also observe 
that the dopant leading edge, which is at the interface between the Si substrate and the 
Si amorphous layer, is more accurately represent by the frontside profile.  
 
Figure 3.7. Frontside and backside B+ depth profiles using 0.5 keV 
O2+ with sample rotation and 1 keV O2+ without sample rotation. All 
B+ profiles were normalized PTP to the 30Si+ matrix signal. All 
incidence angles were kept at 56° from surface normal. The zero 
depth scale is an estimation of the sample surface location.  
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In depth profiling of dopant distribution, it is of great importance and interest to 
find out where peak positions are. Unfortunately, when compared to the backside 
SIMS profile normalised to constant silicon signal in Figure 3.8, the boron peak in 
frontside SIMS profile is distorted by the combination of secondary ion yield en-
hancement of the interfacial native oxide layer and the primary beam knock-on effect. 
The presence of the native oxide spike in the 11B+ profiles at the interface is clearly 
observed for the backside profile normalised to constant silicon signal and the posi-
tions of this spike corresponds to the 30Si+ matrix intensity peaks. In conventional 
SIMS, reconstruction of the peak position can be achieved by normalising the profile to 
the reference silicon signal or PTP normalising.3 Although this method provides only a 
Figure 3.8. Enlarged profile of the boron peak in Fig. 3.7: SIMS 
depth perform with 0.5 keV O2+ at 56° incidence angle with 
sample rotation. The profiles were normalized with PTP or 
constant 30Si+ intensity. 
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Figure 3.9. Primary ion energy dependence of the decay lengths 
of the implant trailing edges. The SIMS primary ion beam was 
kept at 44° from the surface normal and all crater bottom rms 
roughness values are < 0.4 nm. Comparison of experiment result 
with MRI calculation taken from S. Hofmann et al.20
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first order correction because the same degree of enhancement in B and Si sputtering 
yields is assumed, both front and backside peak positions almost match after PTP 
normalisation. The backside SIMS depth profile in Figure 3.8 still reveals a small 
native oxide spike after PTP normalising. With a constant primary ion flux, PTP 















Figure 3.9 shows that backside profiling using 2-5 keV impact energies at 44o 
incidence gives similar decay lengths of 4.4-5.0 nm. In using higher ion energies for 
backside profiling, we overcome the problem of the early onset of crater bottom rough-
ening (which needs to be suppressed by sample rotation or oxygen flooding), deteriora-
tion of detection limit and lower sputtering rate observed in sub-keV profiling. S. 
Hofmann et al. have recently done a calculation using the MRI model to fit to our 
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experiment results.20,21 Their results give mixing parameters λ of 3.0 nm and 4.9 nm 
for ion impact energies of 2 and 5 keV respectively, a roughness value σ of 0.3 nm and 
an information depth w of 0.3 nm (equal to about 1 ML which is adequate for SIMS). 
The MRI calculation result is shown in Figure 3.9 and agrees well with our experiment 
result. Hofmann explains that the slight increase for modelled backside profile is 
probably due to the increased straggling with increasing ion energy.22,23 
 
3.4. Conclusion 
A more accurate and reliable backside SIMS depth profiles can be obtained by 
using SOI wafer back etching techniques. The abrupt interface between the SOI layer 
and the BOX layer result in a smooth Si surface after removing the BOX layer, which 
makes it possible for high resolution SIMS profiling. We have demonstrated the use of 
low energy (0.5 keV) SIMS to achieve high depth resolution for ultra low energy im-
plants. The improvement is significant when compared to conventional frontside SIMS 
depth profiling. By utilising sub-keV backside SIMS depth profiling with oxygen 
flooding at optimum pressure or sample stage rotation, a more accurate doping profile 
of ultra shallow implants can be achieved. It is recommended that for accurate meas-
urement of ultra shallow implant doping profiles, frontside profiling with Si capping is 
performed for the implant leading edge, and backside profiling using the SOI method 
for the implant trailing edge. Ultra shallow depth profiling using this SOI method can 
also be used in other semiconductor architectures where the ion beam knock-on effect 
is of concern, for example, in ultra shallow junction characterization, and in diffusion 
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CHAPTER 4 
Evaluation of Backside SIMS for Boron  






Ultrashallow junctions with low sheet resistance for semiconductor devices re-
quire higher dopant dose using low energy ion implantation and high activation tem-
perature without a significant increase in junction depth due to uncontrolled diffusion. 
The dopant depth distribution is of utmost importance to the overall device perform-
ance. As the semiconductor roadmap indicates that the junction depth is getting shal-
lower, higher depth resolution is required from measurement techniques such as SIMS. 
SIMS is used extensively to determine dopant depth profiles and to study the diffusion 
phenomena, especially for ultrashallow junction profiling.1,2,3,4 In addition, diffusion 
simulations rely on SIMS depth profiles to determine parameters such as diffusion 
coefficients. However, the SIMS technique is reaching the limit of its depth resolution 
in the analysis of modern semiconductor multilayer structures. The depth profiles of 
ultrashallow junctions suffer from SIMS artifacts and are greatly affected by the meas-
urement conditions used. This chapter will discuss the use of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 
backside SIMS technique in achieving a more accurate junction depth measurement, as 
well as the difference in thermal diffusion behavior between SOI and bulk silicon 
under conventional thermal or laser annealing.   
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  When the sputtering induced roughness is suppressed by oxygen flooding or 
sample stage rotation, the depth resolution is influenced by the mixing length.5 This 
mixing effect on a delta-like structure will cause the profile obtained to be asymmetric 
with a steep leading edge and a decaying trailing edge. The steep leading edge gives a 
better representation of the real structure; therefore profiles obtained from backside 
sputtering will give a better depth resolution of implanted profiles as compared to the 
frontside approach. Previous work has demonstrated that high depth resolution can be 
obtained by backside depth profiling using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates.6,7,8,9,10 
The SOI substrates, which have sharp silicon/silicon dioxide interfaces, give a smooth 
surface after backside thinning by mechanical and chemical etching. However, due to 
the thermal insulating effect of the SOI substrate, thermal treatments may cause the 
dopant profiles to deviate from that of normal silicon substrates. Hence in non-
equilibrium diffusion conditions such as laser annealing of dopants in SOI substrates, 
SIMS may not give the same dopant distribution profile as compared to normal silicon 
substrates after similar thermal treatment.  
 
4.2. Experiment 
4.2.1. Sample preparation 
Ultralow energy 11B+ implantation was performed at 0.5 keV at doses of 5 × 
1013 at./cm2 and 1 × 1015 at./cm2 into normal crystalline silicon (c-Si) and SOI sub-
strates. The SOI wafer used has a topmost c-Si (100) layer of ~182 nm thickness and a 
buried silicon dioxide (BOX) layer of ~188 nm thickness (Figure 4.1). Samples were 
then annealed at 950, 1000, and 1050 °C at a soak time of 30 sec with a ramp-up rate 
of 75 °C/s. All annealing were done in N2 atmosphere. As the SOI layer is rather thin, 
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For the laser annealing experiment, the silicon and SOI substrates were first 
preamorphized with 2 × 1015 at./cm2 of Si+ at 30 keV to produce an ~77 nm thick 
amorphous layer, followed by 5 × 1014 at./cm2 11B+ implantation at 0.5 keV. They were 
then irradiated with a single pulse from a 248 nm KrF excimer laser with a pulse dura-
tion of 23 ns. Boron profiles were analyzed by front and backside (or reverse) SIMS. 
For the backside SIMS experiment, the samples were first capped with amorphous 
silicon by room temperature radio frequency (RF) sputtering. The sharpness of the 
interface between the deposited 62 nm amorphous silicon and SOI substrate can be 








Figure 4.1. XTEM micrograph of the SOI substrate with amor-
phous silicon surface capping. 
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Figure 4.1. They were then glued upside down to dummy silicon substrates and subse-
quently etched in tetramethyl-ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) (25%). This was fol-
lowed by etching in dilute hydrofluoric acid (DHF) (1%) solution to remove the SOI 
silicon substrate and the BOX respectively. Details of the sample preparation can be 
found in chapter 3.  
 
4.2.2. Analytical Techniques 
The SIMS measurements were performed in a Cameca IMS-6f SIMS instru-
ment with 0.5 keV O2+ beams at 56° incidence. All depth profiling was carried out 
with a raster size of 350 × 350 µm2 and with either sample stage rotation at a rate of 20 
revolution/min or oxygen flooding at a pressure of 1 × 10-6 torr. The sample rotation 
and oxygen flooding were used to suppress crater bottom roughening and an aperture 
gating was also applied to minimize crater edge effects. The IMS-6f was equipped with 
a secondary ion post-acceleration system for enhancing electron multiplier (EM) sig-
nals at low primary ion energies. The crater depth measurement was done using a 
Tencor Alpha-Step 500 profilometer, and the surface topography was measured using a 
Digital Instruments D3000 atomic force microscope (AFM) in tapping mode. The 
XTEM samples were prepared by standard polishing and ion-milling procedures; and 









4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Boron diffusion after rapid thermal processing (RTP) 
All the SIMS profiles shown in this section were done using oxygen flooding 
since studies have shown that better depth resolution of boron profile can be achieved 
with this technique.5 Furthermore, with the formation of a homogeneous stochiometric 
silicon dioxide induced by the oxygen flooding on the sputtering surface, the matrix 
enhancement effect from the native oxide on the surface can be reduced significantly. 
Figure 4.2 shows the boron distribution under different annealing conditions for both 
substrates and no significant difference can be seen from the profiles. This result sug-
gests that the insulating effect of SOI substrate does not enhance the diffusion of boron 















Figure 4.2. SIMS depth profiles of 1 × 1015 at./cm2 boron im-
plant after various thermal annealing treatments in silicon and 
SOI substrates. 






































































































































Figure 4.3. Comparison of front and backside SIMS depth 
profiles of (a) 1 × 1015 at./cm2 (b) 5 × 1013 at./cm2 boron im-





Hence backside SIMS depth profiling using SOI for substrate thinning can be used to 
obtain precise diffusion profiles with improved depth resolutions for samples proc-
essed under these annealing conditions. 
Figure 4.3 shows the comparison of front and backside SIMS depth profiles of 
(a) 1 × 1015 at./cm2 (b) 5 × 1013 at./cm2 boron implant after various thermal annealing 
treatments in silicon and SOI substrate. The front and backside SIMS depth profiles in 
Figures 4.3 (a) and (b) show that all the backside boron profiles are shallower than the 
frontside profiles. In order to check the validity of our result, a deconvolution of the 
frontside profile based on the mixing, roughness and information depth (MRI) model 
proposed by Hofmann was carried out.11 Deconvoluting the experimental profile is 
known to be an effective way of getting a reconstructed signal that is closer to the real 
profile than the measured ones.  
As SIMS depth profiling sputtered species originate mainly from the first 
monolayer, the information depth factor was neglected in this work.5,11 The mixing and 
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where the real concentration profile X is convoluted with the depth resolution function 
constituting of a Gaussian function (gσ) and an exponential function (gw) that are char-
acterized by the roughness (σ) and mixing (w) parameters respectively. The depth 
resolution function was first obtained from a boron delta doped sample by fitting the 
MR model to the SIMS profile. The fitting gave the values of w = 1.51 nm and σ = 
0.65 nm. Details of the MRI model is presented in Chapter 2. The deconvolution of the 





























Figure 4.4. Front and backside SIMS depth profiles of boron 
with dose of 1 × 1015 at./cm2 anneal at 1000 °C. The MR decon-
voluted profile matches the backside SIMS profile.  

























Figure 4.5. Plot of diffusion length taken at 1 × 1018 at./cm3 as 
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The excellent match between the deconvoluted profile and the backside SIMS profile 
shown in Figure 4.4 demonstrates the accuracy of the SOI backside SIMS technique. 
The improvement in depth resolution of the backside SIMS gives a depth profile that is 
closer to the real dopant profile and a more accurate junction depth determination. 
We next compare the diffusion lengths of all the RTP samples and the results 
are shown in Figure 4.5. It can be clearly seen from Figure 4.5 that there is an overes-
timation of the junction depth from frontside SIMS. This suggests that previous diffu-
sion studies carried out using frontside SIMS data to extract dopant diffusion parame-
ters gave overestimated results. Figure 4.6(a) shows the time-averaged boron diffusivi-
ties, <DB>, that were extracted from the SIMS profiles in Figure 4.3. The calculation is 
based on the solution to Fick’s second law which gives a Gaussian function using the 

















where C is the boron concentration at depth x after an annealing time t. The boron 
diffusivity from this study was compared to the equilibrium diffusion result, <DB*>, 
obtained by Haddara et al..1 The deviation, or enhancement, of the diffusivity from the 
equilibrium result is attributed to the release of excess interstitials from the dissolution 
of damage from ion implantation during annealing. This anomalous diffusion is known 
as transient enhanced diffusion (TED).13 At a low implant energy of 0.5 keV and low 
































Figure 4.6. (a) Diffusion coefficient calculated from diffusion 
profiles in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Equilibrium data are obtained from 
diffusion equation in Ref 1. (b) Summary of diffusivity enhance-
ment for 0.5 keV B+ implant with dose of 5 × 1013 and 1 × 1015 
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Slight enhancement can still be observed for frontside SIMS for the sample annealed at 
1050 °C (Figure 4.6(a)) as compared to the equilibrium result. The result from back-
side SIMS, however, shows 12% lower diffusivity than the equilibrium result. Figure 
4.6 (b) shows the enhancement of the dopant diffusion, <DB>/<DB*> in Figure 4.6 (a). 
At both high and low dose, we observe a greater enhancement in diffusivity at a lower 
temperature. 
The greater enhancement in dopant diffusion at a high dose implant of 1 × 1015 at./cm2 
as compared to lower dose in all temperature ranges is known to be caused by boron-
enhanced diffusion (BED). The transformation of the amorphous layer from the high 
dose implant into silicon boride phase during annealing is responsible for this BED 
effect.2 Due to the higher resolution of backside SIMS, a lesser boron diffusivity and 
diffusion enhancement is obtained under all thermal annealing conditions for boron 
implanted at high and low dose as compared to frontside SIMS.  
 
4.3.2. Laser Annealing 
Much work has been done in the past to achieve highly activated and abrupt ul-
trashallow junctions using laser thermal processing (LTP).15,16,17 As the laser melts the 
preamorphized layer, the dopant is distributed uniformly within the melt layer. This is 
because the diffusivity of boron in liquid silicon is about eight orders of magnitude 
higher than its solid state diffusivity.15 Hence an abrupt dopant profile with a junction 
depth that is defined by the preamorphizing implantation (PAI) depth is formed. Laser 
annealing results in a highly non-equilibrium diffusion process due to the “near-zero” 
thermal budget and the heat dissipation depends greatly on the substrate properties. As 
the thermal conductivity of silicon dioxide (1.6 W/m K) is very much less than silicon 
(17 W/m K),18 the BOX in SOI substrate has an insulating effect that prevents heat 
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dissipation. The thermal diffusion length can be estimated as l ~ (Dτ)1/2 , where D = 
k/ρcp is the heat diffusion coefficient, k is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the mass den-
sity, cp is the specific heat capacity and τ is the laser pulse length.19 The physical prop-
erties of c-Si are given in Table 4.1.20 With a laser pulse length of 23 ns, the thermal 
diffusion length ranges from 460 nm at room temperature to 555 nm at the melting 
temperature of c-Si (1683 k). The heat transfer to the SOI substrate is significantly 
slower as the BOX layer of ~200 nm is almost half the average thermal diffusion 
length of 500 nm. According to the law of heat conduction, the thermal energy transfer 
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where L is the thickness of the material and A is the cross sectional area. The thermal 
energy transfer rate from the surface of the SOI to beyond the BOX layer will decrease 
as much as 83 % as compared to bulk c-Si. When applying laser annealing with pulse 
duration in nanoseconds to substrates such as SOI, one would expect a significant 










Melting point (K) 1683 
Thermal Conductivity, k (W/cm K) 
1585/T1.229 (T<1371 K) 
0.221 (1371<T<1683 K) 
Volume heat capacity (J/cm3 K) 1.99+2.54×10-4-3.68×104/T2 (T<1683 K) 













































































Figure 4.7. SIMS profiles of boron in (a) Si and (b) SOI substrate 




Figures 4.7 (a) and (b) show the SIMS profiles of boron in silicon and SOI sub-
strates respectively, after laser annealing at laser fluences of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 J/cm2. The 
laser fluences used are all above the threshold fluence for melting amorphous silicon. 
From the AFM roughness measurements in Figure 4.8, the silicon substrate has a 
higher surface roughness than the SOI substrate. In order to achieve higher depth reso-
lution, the frontside SIMS profiles in Fig. 4.7 were done with a rotating sample stage 
instead of oxygen flooding. Sample rotation is known to suppress roughness formation 
initiated from the rough silicon surface during sputtering.22 It can be seen from Figures 
4.7 (a) and (b) that all the boron profiles in SOI substrates have a deeper dopant distri-















Figure 4.8. AFM roughness measurement on 30 keV Si+ preamor-

























In the case of 0.4 and 0.6 J/cm2 laser fluence (Figure 4.7 (a)), due to the thick 
melt layer, boron could not re-distribute fast enough to form a step-like profile. How-
ever, in Figure 4.7 (b), the step-like profile forms in the SOI substrate at the same 
fluence used for the silicon substrate. The junction depth taken at B implant dose of 1 
× 1018 at./cm3 measured from all the SIMS profiles are shown in Figure 4.9. The junc-
tion depths are at least 10 nm deeper for the SOI substrate which indicates a deeper 
melt depth for the same laser fluence used. This indicates that the laser process has a 


















Figure 4.9. Junction depth, determine at 1 × 1018 at./cm3, taken 






























































Figure 4.10. XTEM micrograph of 30 keV Si+ preamor-
phized (a) Si and (b) SOI substrate after laser annealing at 
0.6 J/cm2. The laser regrown layer in SOI substrate is 







The XTEM micrograph of the silicon substrate after laser irradiation at 0.6 J/cm2 is 
shown in Figure 4.10 (a). The melt front has apparently stopped near the amor-
phous/crystalline (a/c) interface. Since the laser fluence is unable to fully melt the PAI 
layer, the solidification process is mediated by explosive crystallization.23 It is ob-
served that at 0.6 J/cm2 the ~77 nm thick amorphous silicon layer resolidifies as poly-
crystalline silicon with a high density of stacking faults and microtwins, causing severe 
roughness to the surface and a/c interface. The surface roughness is reflected by the 
AFM roughness measurements in Figure 4.8. The epitaxial islands at the a/c interface 
are believed to have nucleated from the roughened interface and defects induced by 
PAI. 
However, the XTEM image in Figure 4.10 (b) for the SOI substrate shows that 
the SOI layer is a perfect crystal after laser irradiation at 0.6 J/cm2 and no defect can be 
found even at the original a/c region. A significantly smoother surface, as confirmed in 
Figure 4.8, is formed from epitaxial regrowth and longer melt duration. This indicates 
that the insulating effect of the silicon dioxide layer causes the melt front to exceed the 
PAI layer, unlike in the case for normal silicon substrates. The laser regrown layer 
from this overmelting does not contain any defects which were observed in the absence 
of overmelting.24 Hence the laser fluence threshold that is required to melt both amor-




In summary, we have shown that under RTA thermal treatment with a soak 
time of 30 sec, the diffusion of boron is the same in silicon and SOI substrates. Hence 
under soak annealing conditions, the backside SIMS technique using SOI as a thinning 
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substrate can be adopted to give a more accurate diffusion profile. Our results show 
that the diffusion profiles obtained from conventional frontside SIMS, even at low 
primary ion beam energy of 0.5 keV, are overestimated. However, in the case of non-
equilibrium thermal annealing conditions where diffusion depends significantly on the 
type of substrate used, the dopant profiles can vary significantly. As shown in the laser 
annealing experiment, the laser threshold fluence that is required to melt the amor-
phous silicon and silicon substrate is lower for the SOI substrate. Therefore the insulat-
ing effect of the SOI substrate has to be taken into careful consideration before adopt-
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CHAPTER 5  
INVESTIGATION OF BORON PENETRATION  
THROUGH DECOUPLED PLASMA NITRIDED GATE 




With the scaling of gate dielectric thickness down to the sub-2 nm region, the 
reliability of nitrided gate oxide in reducing oxide leakage current and suppressing 
boron penetration in p+-poly metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors 
(MOSFETs) has become an important issue. Nitridation increases the dielectric 
constant of SiO2, thus allowing for physically thicker dielectrics to be used while 
maintaining an ultra-thin effective oxide thickness (EOT). Increasing nitrogen 
concentration will improve reliability and the film’s ability to suppress boron 
penetration, but increases fixed charge and interface-trap density due to the oxynitride 
forming at the oxide/silicon substrate interface. Ideally, a light nitridation at the 
dielectric/silicon substrate interface is required for reliability improvement, and a 
relatively higher nitridation at the top polysilicon/dielectric interface is needed to form 
an effective barrier to suppress boron diffusion. This precise nitrogen distribution, 
thought difficult using traditional high-thermal budget process, has been successfully 
produced using plasma nitridation techniques. Decoupled Plasma Nitridation (DPN) of 
pure oxide uses inductive coupling to generate a nitrogen plasma to incorporate a high 
level of nitrogen uniformly onto the surface layer of the oxide.1 With gate leakage 
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reduction due to high nitrogen incorporation as well as reliability improvement, DPN 
is a promising candidate for future advanced technology.2 
As the gate oxide physical thickness is reduced, nitridation of silicon dioxide 
has to be optimised in order to suppress boron penetration. The performance of a 
nitrided gate oxide depends significantly on both the concentration and distribution of 
the nitrogen atoms incorporated into the gate dielectric.3,4 Plasma nitridation of silicon 
dioxide has been shown to introduce sufficient nitrogen with a controlled concentration 
profile within the SiO2 layer.5,6 Without a heavily nitrided oxide, the high thermal 
budget needed to fully activate the polysilicon dopant will cause boron penetration 
through the thin gate oxide.7 Decoupled plasma nitridation (DPN) of pure oxide can 
incorporate a high level of nitrogen into very thin gate oxides (< 2 nm) with higher 
nitrogen concentration at the oxide/polysilicon gate interface, resulting in less boron 
piling up within the oxide after annealing.8,9,10 In order to study boron penetration 
through ultra thin gate oxides, accurate boron profiles with good depth resolution at the 
thin gate oxide region are required. However due to the high dopant concentration at 
the polysilicon/oxide interface after thermal activation, the knock-on effect in SIMS 
analysis will significantly degrade the depth resolution of this dopant profile, making it 
difficult to observe small amounts of dopant penetration. Backside SIMS depth 
profiling using SOI wafers has been shown to improve depth resolution by measuring 
the leading edge profile rather than the trailing edge profile.11,12 In this chapter we will 
demonstrate the application of backside SIMS and XPS techniques in studying the 
chemical structure, the physical distribution of nitrogen in the oxide layer and boron 





5.2.1 Sample Preparation 
 
Pure silicon dioxide with thickness of 1.5, 5.7 and 10.2 nm (determined by 
ellipsometry measurements) was grown by rapid thermal oxidation (RTO) on SOI 
wafer. The wafer was next exposed ex-situ to decoupled nitrogen plasma for nitrogen 
incorporation. 2, 8 and 12 at.% N were prepared on three separate 1.5 nm thick oxide 
samples. The 5.7 and 10.2 nm oxide samples, which were used for oxynitride 
characterization, underwent the same nitridation conditions that incorporated 5.1 and 
3.9 at. % N respectively. After nitridation, these wafers underwent a high temperature 
rapid thermal annealing process in a N2/O2 ambient at 1050 °C for 15 sec at a ramp 
rate of 75 °C/s. This post nitridation annealing was implemented to anneal away the 
defects and damage at the oxide interface introduced during plasma nitridation. A 4 
keV boron implantation at a dose of 4 × 1015 at./cm2 was carried out after 160 nm 
polysilicon was deposited on the nitrided oxide. Activation of boron for 1.5 nm oxide 
samples was done by spike rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 1020 °C. For the 5.7 and 
10.2 nm samples, one set of the samples underwent spike annealing at 1090 °C, and 
the other set was soaked for 30 sec at the same temperature. For backside SIMS 
analyses, the samples were glued upside down to dummy silicon and subsequently 
etched in tetramethyl-ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) (25%) solution to remove the 
SOI silicon substrate. The BOX layer was then removed using dilute hydrofluoric acid 







5.2.2 Analytical Techniques 
SIMS measurements were performed in a Cameca IMS-6f SIMS instrument with 
0.5 keV O2+ beams at 56° incidence and 2 keV Cs+ beam at 44° incidence.13,14  O2+ 
beams with source and sample potential fixed at 1.5 keV and 1 keV respectively were 
used, giving a net impact energy of 0.5 keV and an incidence angle of 56° with respect 
to surface normal. For Cs+ beams, the source and sample potential were fixed at 4 keV 
and 2 keV giving impact energy of 2 keV and an incidence angle of 45°. All depth 
profiling was carried out with a rastered size of 250 × 250 µm2 and aperture gating was 
applied to minimize crater edge effects. With the image field set at 150 µm, field 
aperture and the contrast aperture at 400 µm, the imaged field size is 30 µm at the 
central area of the crater. The secondary ions detected in this experiment do not require 
high mass resolution and hence a mass resolution value of 300 was used. At 0.5 keV 
O2+ primary beam energy, oxygen flooding was used to suppress crater bottom 
roughening and improve the depth resolution.15 The SIMS chamber pressure during 
oxygen flooding was set at 1 × 10-6 Torr and oxygen inlet was achieved by an O2 jet 
directed towards the sample. For cesium profiling, CsB+, CsN+ and CsO+ were used for 
positive ion detection. The IMS-6f was equipped with a secondary ion post-
acceleration system for enhancing electron multiplier (EM) signals at low primary ion 
energies. Since the dielectric layer in the gate stack structure is about 2 nm and all 
crater depths were more than 200 nm, constant sputtering rates were assumed for all 
depth profiles. The crater depth measurement was done using a Tencor Alpha-Step 500 
profilometer, and the surface topography was measured using a Digital Instruments 
D3000 atomic force microscope (AFM) in tapping mode. 
XPS measurements were performed using a VG ESCA MkII instrument 
equipped with a AlKα x-ray source (hv=1486.6 eV) and a concentric hemispherical 
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Table 5.1. XPS take-off angle at 75°, DPN oxide before and after post 
nitridation annealing. 
  After DPN  






(at.%) N (at.%) 
O 
(at.%)  Si (at.%) N (at.%) O (at.%) 
10.2 30.2 3.9 65.9  30.0 4.0 65.9 
57.0 29.8 5.1 65.2  28.9 5.1 66.0 
analyzer. All narrow scan spectra were acquired using a pass energy of 20 eV and a 
step size of 0.10 eV. For each sample, Si2p, O1s, N1s and C1s core level spectra were 
collected at the takeoff angles of 30o, 35o, 45o, 60o, 75o and 90o with respect to the 
sample plane. All peaks were charge referenced to the C1s16 peak at 284.8 eV. 
 
5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.3.1. XPS – Chemical Coordination 
Figure 5.1 shows the N1s photoemission spectrum from the 10.2 nm DPN 
oxide sample taken at 75 take-off angle after Shirley background subtraction. The 
nitrogen as-incorporated oxide sample N1s photoemission peak was fitted with 3 
components, namely N(-Si)3, (Si2)N-O and Si-N(-O2) with binding energies at 398.3, 
400.0 and 402.8 eV respectively.17,18 After post nitridation annealing, only the N(-Si)3 
and (Si2)N-O peaks remain with no change in the binding energy. Chang et al. have 
done a detailed thermal stability study on thermally grown oxynitride and 
demonstrated that Si-N(-O)2 bonds are thermally unstable and disappear after 
annealing to above 200 °C.19 A summary of the respective Si, N and O atomic percent 





















Atomic percentage values were calculated from the XPS peak intensities and 







where atomic sensitivity factor for silicon SSi is 0.35, nitrogen SN is 0.49 and oxygen 
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Figure 5.1. N(1s) photoemission spectra of 10nm DPN film. For 
as deposited, three peaks were observed at 398.3, 400.0, 402.8 




From this table, we see that the nitrogen surface concentration after post 
nitridation annealing remains almost the same at 4.0 and 5.1 at.% for 10.2 and 5.7 nm 
thick oxide samples respectively, which indicates that no significant amount nitrogen 
was lost during the annealing process. With not much loss in nitrogen, the 
disappearance of Si-N(-O2) after annealing indicates that all the nitrogen form the two 
more stable bonding configuration of N(-Si)3 and (Si2)N-O, with N(-Si)3 as the 
dominant peak.  
Using angle-resolved XPS, photoelectrons emitted from the film interface can 
be separated from those emitted from the film surface. The effective sampling depth is 
a function of both the average photoelectron attenuation length and the take-off angle 
which is defined as the angle between the sample surface and the detected 
photoelectron trajectory. Figure 5.2 shows the nitrogen distribution obtained from 













Figure 5.2. Normalized distribution of N1/N2 as a function of the 
sine of take off angles in the 10nm DPN film. 















































The ratio of the integrated area under the N(-Si)3 and (Si2)N-O peaks after background 
subtraction, labelled N1 and N2 respectively, are plotted as a function of take-off 
angle. A high concentration of nitrogen, about 7 at.%, pile-up at the surface is 
observed with the dominating chemical species being N(-Si)3. 
Shallenberger et al. has done a comparison of the various types of oxynitrides 
prepared by thermal (oxy)nitridation and remote plasma nitridation techniques.7 
Oxynitrides grown by thermal nitridation using N2O, NO/O2 and NH3 all possess a 
single N(-Si)3 peak with binding energy between 397.4 to 398.4 eV, but only NH3 
oxynitride having nitrogen distributed both on the surface and at the film/substrate 
interface. However, oxynitride prepared by this method introduces a high 
concentration of hydrogen into the oxide. This hydrogen acts as traps in the oxide, 
resulting in detrimental effects on the device performance. 20 , 21  Remote plasma 
nitridation on the other hand shows the same type of nitrogen chemical bonding of N(-
Si)3, (Si2)N-O and Si-N(-O2) as our DPN oxynitride but with nitrogen found only on 
the surface of the film.  
 
5.3.2. Backside SIMS – Nitrogen distribution 
Figures 5.3 (a) and (b) show the depth profiles of 60SiO2+ and 42SiN+ in the 5.7 
and 10.2 nm DPN oxide samples respectively. Although the positive ion yield is much 
lower for oxygen and nitrogen species, the backside depth profile of SiN+ in Figure 5.3 
(a) can clearly distinguish two peaks in the oxide layer as compared to the frontside 
depth profile. The two peaks are located at both ends of the oxide layer with a higher 
concentration at the polysilicon / oxide interface. No changes in the nitrogen profile, 
which is known for its fast mobility, was observed after soak annealing for 30 sec at 




























Figure 5.3. Front and backside depth profile of spike and soak 
(30 sec) annealed (a) 5.7 nm and (b) 10.2 nm DPN oxide. 
(b) 

























































In Figure 5.3 (b), a comparison of same nitridation process on the 10.2 nm 
DPN oxide shows similar nitrogen profile peaks at both interfaces. From Figure 5.4 
after spike annealing at 1090 °C, the fast diffusion of boron within the polysilicon 
layer produces a constant concentration of 9 × 1019 at./cm3 up to the oxynitride 
interface. A surface and interface boron spike could be observed at both ends of the 
polysilicon layer. Soak anneal of 30 sec at 1090 °C shows a higher constant 
concentration of 2 × 1020 at./cm3 within the polysilicon bulk. The surface peak reduces 














For spike annealing of 5.7 nm oxide sample as shown in Figure 5.5, the boron 
profile has a spike peak just before the nitrogen peak and a sharp drop within the 
polysilicon / oxide interface, indicating that boron resides at that interface and does not 
diffuse further into the oxynitride layer. The soak anneal sample, however does not 
Figure 5.4. SIMS backside depth profile of boron in polysilicon on 
5.7 nm oxynitride after at 1090 °C. 































have the boron peak at the same location as the spike anneal sample. The boron peak 















5.3.3. Boron Penetration Studies 
 Figure 5.6 shows the O2+ SIMS depth profile with oxygen flooding of the 12 
at.% DPN sample as-implanted and after annealing at 1020 ºC for 10 sec. The backside 
profile of the annealed sample shows a sharp drop in boron concentration, with a decay 
length (the depth at which the B intensity drops by 1 decade) of 1.0 nm at the gate 
oxide region, while the depth profile obtained from the frontside has a B decay length 
of 2.7 nm. The larger decay length of the frontside boron profile is due to ion beam 
mixing effects since the beam sputters across the high boron concentration polysilicon 
into the gate oxide and silicon substrate. Boron is continuously mixed into the silicon 
Figure 5.5. Boron and nitrogen profiles of spike and soak annealing in 
5.7 nm DPN oxide sample. 





































substrate causing a broadening of the boron profile. Furthermore, the initial polysilicon 
surface roughness had a root-mean-square (RMS) value of 4.5 nm that also contributes 
to the degradation of the frontside profile resolution (Ref. to Figure 5.7), and a crater 













This crater roughening problem was not encountered when profiling from the backside 
of the sample, which had a surface RMS roughness value of 0.3 nm after the back 
etching process. From the backside profile, the abrupt drop in boron concentration at 
the gate oxide region indicates that no significant boron penetration through the thin 
oxide had occurred. Further experiments were carried out using the ‘CsM+’ technique 
whereby the secondary ion intensity is known to have a linear relationship with ‘M’ 
concentration.22,23 Backside depth profiling of the 12 at. % DPN anneal sample was 
also done using the 2 keV Cs+ primary ion beam, and the resulting CsM+ profiles are 
shown in Figure 5.8. 
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Figure 5.6. Frontside and backside O2+ SIMS depth profiling with oxygen 


















Due to the low ionisation probability of boron by the cesium beam, only about two 
orders of dynamic range can be achieved, and B concentrations below 1 × 1018 at./cm3 
was not detected by the CsB+ signal. The frontside CsB+ profile in Figure 5.8 shows a 
broadened B profile, with a B decay length of 8.0 nm that extends about 20 nm into the 
silicon substrate. The backside profile however shows that CsB+ falls off within the 
oxide layer with a decay length of 1.3 nm. This is further evidence that there is no 
significant boron penetration through the oxide layer, which is defined by the CsO+ 
profile. Figure 5.8 also shows an apparent piling up of boron in the oxide, which could 
be due to matrix effects when profiling through the polysilicon/oxide interface. 
Previous studies have reported that the ratio of CsB+ yield in SiO2 to Si decreases with 
ion incidence angle, and the CsB+ yield at 45° is about 50% higher in SiO2.24 
 
Figure 5.7 AFM 2 × 2 µm phase scan of polysilicon 















Figure 5.8 shows that the increase in CsB+ intensity at the polysilicon/oxide interface 
is about 2.5 times higher than in polysilicon. Hence we deduce that there is a true 
piling up of boron at the oxide region, which clearly indicates that the nitrogen in the 
12 at. % DPN sample is effective in suppressing boron penetration. On careful 
examination, the backside CsB+ peak lies just before the CsO+ peak, suggesting that 
the boron pile-up occurs at the polysilicon/oxide interface. The CsN+ profiles obtained 
from frontside and backside cesium profiling are shown in Figure 5.9. The frontside 
CsN+ profile suggests that nitrogen, with a trailing edge decay length of 7.0 nm, has 
diffused beyond the oxide layer. However, the leading edge of the CsN+ backside 
profile only has a decay length of 2.6 nm. As expected, both front and backside trailing 
edges exhibit broader profiles than the leading edges. Hence, by comparing both 
frontside and backside CsN+ profiles, it is clear that nitrogen resides within the oxide 
layer as defined by the CsO+ profile. It is noted that, unlike the corresponding CsN+ 
Figure 5.8. 2 keV Cs+ frontside and backside depth profiling of 12 at. % DPN 
sample after dopant activation. 
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As shown in Table 5.2, the CsO+ decay length at the polysilicon/oxide interface and the 
oxide/Si interface for the frontside depth profile are 2.0 nm and 3.0 nm respectively, 
while the corresponding decay lengths for the backside depth profile are 3.7 nm and 
2.6 nm respectively. Hence, SIMS ion beam effects such as knock-on and ion beam 







Figure 5.9. Frontside and backside 2 keV Cs+ depth profile of 
DPN 12% sample.  
Depth (nm)






















Table 5.2. The decay lengths of CsO+ and CsN+ profiles at both 
polysilicon/oxide and oxide/silicon interfaces for front and back depth profiling. 
∆ is the difference in decay lengths. 
 Polysilicon/Oxide Oxide/Silicon 











CsO+ 0.20 0.37 0.17 0.30 0.26 0.04 




This indicates the relative stability of the Si-O bonds in the oxide layer with regard to 
ion sputtering-induced mixing and knock-on effects, as compared to Si-N bonds.  
Table 5.2 also shows the difference in decay lengths for nitrogen in the leading 
and trailing edges of both front and backside profiles. The CsN+ profiles display ion-
beam induced degradation in depth resolution of 3-5 nm as compared to < 2 nm for 
CsO+. The broadening of the nitrogen profile is believed to be caused by ion induced 
diffusion, since nitrogen in oxynitrides is relatively mobile under ion beam 
bombardment.25 , 26  This is further supported by the weaker bond strength of Si-N 
(470.0 ± 15.0 kJ/mol) relative to Si-O (799.6 ± 13.4 kJ/mol).27 The nitrogen atoms in 
SiO2 are believed to be kinetically trapped in a non-equilibrium state near the interface 
or at defect sites in the oxide.3 Thus the amount of nitrogen redistribution and the 
secondary ion yield under ion beam bombardment may greatly depend on the chemical 
state of the oxynitride.25 A combination of both frontside and backside profiles as 
shown will therefore give a more accurate nitrogen distribution profile.  
A comparison of the annealed profiles for the 2 and 8 at.% DPN samples is 
shown in Figure 5.10. By comparing the backside and frontside profiles, it can be seen 
that frontside profiling using 0.5 keV O2+ with oxygen flooding cannot accurately 
quantify the amount of penetrated boron because of ion beam mixing and knock-on 
effects. While the backside profile of 8 at.% DPN sample annealed at 1020 ºC for 10 
sec shows no boron penetration, the backside profile of 2 at.% DPN sample clearly 
shows significant boron penetration, with a dose of 1.0 × 1012 at./cm2 through the DPN 
oxide. This dose is calculated by integrating the boron profile in the silicon substrate.  
Boron diffuses from the oxide/silicon substrate interface to about 20 nm into the 
silicon substrate. From Figure 5.10, it is also found that a dose of 8.3 × 1011 at./cm2 





























 Figure 5.10. Frontside and backside O2
+ SIMS depth profiling with 
oxygen flooding of DPN 2 and 8 at. % sample. Boron penetration 
through DPN 2 at. % sample after 1 and 10 sec anneal at 1020 °C. 
Time in brackets indicates the annealing soak time. 
amount of boron diffusion into the substrate increases by a factor of about 2.8 as the 


























The Fick’s second law of diffusion is given by   
 (6.2) 
 
For the constant surface concentration, CS = constant, the boundary condition are 
C(0,t) = CS (6.3) 
and 
C(∞,t) = 0 (6.4) 










),(  (6.5) 
The total amount of dopant atoms diffusing from an outside source into the substrate, 

















    
where CO is the boron concentration at oxide/silicon interface and QS is the penetrated 
boron dose in silicon substrate. DS, the boron diffusivity in silicon, has a value of 2.5  
× 1014 cm2/sec.28  From the 10 sec annealing profile in Figure 5.10, CO is calculated to 
be 2.0 × 1018 at./cm3, which coincides with the concentration read off from the SIMS 



























DO is the boron diffusivity in oxide and F is the boron flux which is calculated to be 3 
× 1010 at./cm2⋅sec. The concentration gradient is assumed constant within the oxide 
layer (linear approximation). The boron diffusivity in 2 at.% DPN oxide is calculated 
to be 1.4 × 10-17 cm2/sec and this value is similar to the boron diffusivity in un-nitrided 
pure oxide reported in the literature.29,30 This indicates that 2% nitrogen incorporated 
into the oxide is ineffective in reducing the boron diffusivity. This simple analysis 
demonstrates the effectiveness of SIMS backside depth profiling in evaluating the 
efficiency of nitrided oxides as a diffusion barrier.  
 
5.4. CONCLUSION 
In summary, the reliability of nitrided thin gate oxide requires the nitrogen dose 
and nitridation process for an effective diffusion barrier to be optimised. XPS and 
backside SIMS techniques were utilized to determine the chemical composition and 
depth profile of oxynitride films prepared by decoupled plasma nitridation (DPN). 
XPS shows that no significant nitrogen was lost after post nitridation annealing and the 
dominant chemical species N(-Si)3 was identical to oxynitride prepared by remote 
plasma nitridation method but varies in the distribution within the oxide. Precise 
nitrogen distribution on the surface and at the interface of the film was revealed by 
backside SIMS depth profiling and this distribution was not affected by the thickness 
of the starting oxide. As compared to conventional frontside SIMS depth profiling of 
an activated boron profile in a polysilicon gate stack using 0.5 keV O2+, the backside 
depth profile shows a significant improvement in depth resolution and can give a more 
accurate quantification of boron penetration through the gate oxide. Using the ‘CsM+’ 
technique, it is shown that nitrogen remains in the oxide layer, and the broadening 
observed in the nitrogen profile using conventional SIMS is due to ion beam effects. 
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In summary, we have developed a more accurate backside SIMS depth 
profiling method using SOI wafer back-etching techniques. This technique takes 
advantage of the better depth resolution of the SIMS leading edge profile as compared 
to the trailing edge. In chapter 3, The abrupt interface between the SOI layer and BOX 
layer results in a smooth Si surface after BOX layer removal, facilitating high depth 
resolution SIMS profiling. When compared to conventional frontside depth profiling of 
ultra shallow implants, the backside depth profile shows a significant improvement in 
implant trailing edge depth resolution. It is recommended that for accurate ultra 
shallow junctions, frontside profiling with amorphous Si capping is performed for the 
implant leading edge, and backside profiling using the SOI method for the implant 
trailing edge. The use of both leading edges in SIMS depth profiling can result in sub-
nm depth resolution under optimum conditions. 
We present in chapter 4 a study on the redistribution of boron in crystalline 
silicon (100) and silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates after rapid thermal processing 
(RTP) or laser annealing. The use of SOI backside SIMS technique in obtaining an 
accurate diffusion profile is also investigated. The accurate dopant depth distribution is 
of utmost importance to the overall semiconductor device performance. Our results 
show that the boron diffusion profiles (using conventional frontside SIMS) do not 
deviate significantly in both types of substrates after RTP with a soak time of 30 sec, 
indicating that the insulating effect of the SOI substrate does not enhance the diffusion 
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of boron. Since the profile obtained by backside SIMS is always shallower than that of 
frontside SIMS, it is deduced that backside SIMS gives a better representation of the 
real profile. The excellent match between the deconvoluted profile using the MR 
model and the backside SIMS profile demonstrates the accuracy of the SOI backside 
SIMS technique. However, under extreme non-equilibrium thermal anneal conditions, 
such as laser annealing, it is observed that the boron profiles in silicon and SOI 
substrate deviate as much as 10 nm in junction depth. Both the laser threshold fluence 
that is required to melt the amorphous silicon and silicon substrate is lower for the SOI 
substrate. A difference in the microstructure after recrystallization is clearly seen using 
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). Therefore the insulating 
effect of the SOI substrate has to be taken into careful consideration before adopting 
the SOI backside SIMS technique to analyze samples that have undergone different 
thermal treatments. 
High drive-in temperatures during dopant activation of P+-poly PMOSFETs 
causes boron penetration through the thin gate oxide, which degrades the device 
performance. Conventional SIMS depth profiling is unable to accurately analyse boron 
penetration under RTA conditions due to ion knock-on and mixing effects. With the 
development of backside SIMS using SOI wafers, quantification of the amount of 
boron penetration becomes possible. In chapter 5, boron penetration through DPN 
silicon dioxide was studied by performing both front and backside depth profiling. As 
compared to conventional frontside SIMS depth profiling of an activated boron profile 
in a polysilicon gate stack using 0.5 keV O2+, the backside depth profile shows a 
significant improvement in depth resolution and can give a more accurate 
quantification of boron penetration through the gate oxide. Under optimum 
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measurement conditions, backside SIMS with SOI back-etching technique can be 
utilised for the analysis of ultra-thin gate oxide reliability. 
With the establishment of the SOI backside SIMS technique through several 
successful studies listed above, this project can be further extended into several areas. 
One possible extension would involve the investigation of changes in secondary ion 
yield within the surface transient region by comparing the front and backside SIMS 
depth profiles. Before the ion sputtering could achieve equilibrium, the surface 
transient effect would cause a significant change to the sputtering yield and ionization 
probability. Furthermore, there could be dopant segregation and out-diffusion effect 
that complicates the dopant profile within the surface transient region. One common 
way of decoupling the transient effect from the atomic mixing of depth profiling is to 
cap the sample with a Si layer which allows the profiling of the sample surface region 
to be undisturbed by the surface transient effect.1,2 By performing a backside sputtering 
approach, on the other hand, it also prevents the surface transient effect from distorting 
the profile of interest and furthermore a high depth resolution with minimum atomic 
mixing can be achieved.  We believe that by careful study between the front and 
backside SIMS depth profile of the near surface region, the surface transient effect can 
further be evaluated. 
The backside SIMS technique can also be applied to the evaluation of the CMOS 
metal line, for example in Cu or Al barrier reliability studies where the depth 
resolution across the metal/barrier interface obtained by frontside SIMS is usually 
degraded by the roughness of the metal layer. By doing a backside approach, we can 




Lastly, the accurate as-implanted or diffusion profiles obtained by the backside 
SIMS technique in chapter 4 can further be compared to that obtained by theoretical 
damage or diffusion profiles from Crystal TRIM or TSUPREM.3,4,5,6 The result obtain 
will help to further improve the accuracy of the dopant distribution profiles generated 
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